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参考資料２：配信記事
■ 英語
○根室地域特集記事
（A:根室市） 根室市の自然豊かな湿原

Nemuro: Land of Abundant Wetlands and Captivating Nature
2020-12-22

1.Introduction
The Nemuro area of Hokkaido is roughly 70 kilometers long, a part of which includes its namesake
peninsula that stretches out into the ocean for around 30 kilometers from west to east. While long, the
peninsula is narrow, only 10 kilometers from north to south. The Nemuro peninsula juts out from the
eastern side of Hokkaido and its claim to fame is it geographic location as the eastern-most point in
Japan, at Cape Nosappu, where tourists flock in summer to see the first light of day in Japan. The
northern coastline faces Nemuro Bay, while the south faces directly onto the Pacific Ocean. In the
native Ainu language “nimuoro” means “place where trees grow luxuriously”. And while some of the
images of Hokkaido in people's minds are “mountains” and “rivers”, there are no high mountains or
long rivers to speak of in this area that is mainly forests, meadows, cliffs, and sandy beaches.

The biggest city in the region is Nemuro City, with an area covering 506.25 square kilometers that
includes most of the peninsula. Based on statistics from 2018, 24% of the land is forest; 21% is
pastureland; 17% is farmland; 12% is wilderness; 2.4% is residential, 0.6% is lakes and wetlands, and
the rest of the land is classified as miscellaneous. Claiming to be one of the major fishing ports in
Japan, the city has a population of nearly 25,000 people. It is possible to reach Nemuro City from
major cities in Honshu first by air and then road. Nakashibetsu Airport is the closest airport, and from
there it is a 90-minute drive to the city. Other airports include Kushiro and even Chitose (Sapporo), but
traveling from those airports to Nemuro City requires much more time to arrive whether by car, bus, or
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train.

2.Background on wetlands and marshes
As mentioned, there are not many mountains and long rivers, as most of the area is forests, wetlands,
and meadows, and the terrain is varied with continuous cliffs and sandy beaches along the coastline.
Japan, including Nemuro, is a treasure chest in terms of wetlands, which number in the hundreds and
include 52 Ramsar sites. Hokkaido boasts 180 wetlands among Japan's nearly 500 wetlands that are
one hector or larger in size. They form a vast treasure trove of scenic and photogenic sites, as well as
offer wonderful destinations for tourists, hikers, and nature lovers to enjoy.

What separates Hokkaido's wetlands from those in other parts of Japan are the surroundings.
Hokkaido's wetlands are in sparsely populated areas, while in other parts of Japan the wetlands are
on alluvial plains that tend to have large population centers.

Of Hokkaido's 180 wetlands, 61 are highland wetlands, i.e., at elevations 400 meters and higher.
However, the most remarkable feature of wetlands in Hokkaido is that almost all of them are actually
formed of peatland.

Wetlands as a whole are basically sponge-like areas that are saturated with river water and
underground spring water. In the spring and summer multitudes of wildflowers bloom and create a
tapestry of colors seen throughout the wetlands. Then in the winter, because of the cold temperature
at most wetlands in Hokkaido, the wildflowers die but do not rot, and instead, cover the water and
eventually turn into peat, which is a very moist and soggy soil covering. And the accumulation of the
peat covering these types of low-land wetlands takes a long time to form, over 10 millenniums and
longer. While more than 80% of wetlands are categorized as low-land wetlands, which grow thick with
reeds, grass, rushes and other marsh plants; some midland wetlands can be seen along with highland
wetlands where peat-moss grows.
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3.The Ramsar Convention on Wetlands
This international convention sets the framework for nations to cooperate on conserving and wisely
using wetlands . The treaty is named after the city of Ramsar, Iran, where it was adopted in 1971 and
came into force in 1975. The treaty covers a broad definition of wetlands, which include a variety of
water formations such as lakes, rivers, swamps, marshes, peatlands, tidal flats, mangroves, and even
human-made sites such as fish ponds, rice paddies, and reservoirs.

Japan joined the treaty in 1980. Kushiro-shitsugen (wetland) became Japan's first Ramsar site.
Ramsar sites near or in the Nemuro area include Furen-ko and Shunkunitai (Betsukai Town/Nemuro
City), Notsuke-hanto and Notsuke-wan (Betsukai/Shibetsu Town), Kushiro-shitsugen (Kushiro City),
Kiritappu-shitsugen (Hamanaka), and Akkeshi-ko and Bekambeushi-shitsugen (Akkeshi). When
selecting candidate wetlands for Ramsar sites, Japan sets the following as prerequisites. The sites
must:
1.meet the Convention's criteria for identifying wetlands of international importance;
2.be designated as national protected areas such as national parks and national wildlife protection
areas, to ensure that the nature of the sites will be conserved into the future;
3.gain consent and support of the local governments and other stakeholders.
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4.“Wise Use” under the Ramsar Convention
The pillar of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands is the “wise use” of wetlands. ''Wise use'' refers to
the commitment by the contracting parties to the Convention to wisely use their wetlands and water
resources based on implementing action plans, laws, and management policies such as educational
programs.

The definition of ''wise use'' also includes the obligation by the parties to maintain the ecological
character of their wetlands. The contracting parties work to achieve this by implementing various
approaches for protecting, conserving, and sustaining wetland ecosystems for the benefit of the
people as well as for the native flora and fauna whose lives depend on the fragile ecosystems.

Some areas in eastern Hokkaido are Ramsar sites and are examples of ''wise use''. For example, at
Lake Furen, there is a cultural and educational program based on the Ramsar Convention's pilar of
''wise use''. Every year the Nemuro Birdland Festival is held in January enabling everyone to learn
about and enjoy magnificent birds that flock to the lake in winter. In addition, Lake Furen is an
important lake known as a stopping point where migratory water birds gather during the seasons.

Another example is the conservation work being done in the Kushiro Wetland to respond to external
development projects that negatively impact the area within the wetland. In order to respond to the
negative impacts, the local Kushiro Wetland Restoration Committee consisting of 100 local companies
and volunteers is working to restore the natural environment of the wetland by conducting programs
on environmental education and by implementing conservation activities. Specific activities being
conducted to restore and sustain the pristine environment include eliminating non-native species of
plants and animals, restoring streams and channels to their natural state, reforesting hills, and
mitigating the encroachment of soil coming from farmland and pastures.
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5. Wetlands of Eastern Hokkaido:
(1) Overview of Wetlands in Eastern Hokkaido

Of all the wetlands in Japan, the Kushiro Wetland is the largest, covering an area of 220 square
kilometers. It is about 36km north to south and about 26km east to west. Crossing the wetland is the
154-kilometer Kushiro River. As Japan's largest wetland, it was the first one in Japan to be registered
under the Ramsar Convention, in 1980. It is a vast marshland and home to a variety of flora and
fauna. This wetland became a national park in 1987 and is designated as an important bird area. In
the Kushiro Wetland, there are 170 species of birds, making it an ideal location for bird watching, of
which the most famous and sought after for photo opportunities is the red-crowned crane. In addition,
a small population of the rare Siberian salamander lives in the Kushiro Wetlands.

Wetlands in the Nemuro area were formed about 12,000 years before, in the early years of the current
Holocene era, and are considerably older than others. One of the reasons for their age is the fact that
the Nemuro wetlands are close to the sea. The special circumstances for their development stem from
the warm currents that started trending northward, the coastal fog that occurs in the summer months,
and the subsequent lower temperatures in line with the foggy weather. When compared to wetlands in
Europe and North America, the development of wetlands in Nemuro has been driven by certain
peculiarities to the region, such as its climate and geological formations. For example, annual
monsoons in Japan bring much more rainfall than the amount of rain that falls in Europe and North
America. That abundant rainfall combined with the flowing water running from underground springs
contains lower amounts of calcium. In addition, the snowmelt seasons and typhoon seasons cause
rivers to often flood.
Furthermore, because of volcanic eruptions, volcanic ash and other substances have accumulated
and covered the land. And like many areas of Japan, Nemuro too has experienced tsunami during the
ages. As a result, all of these factors form the special characteristics and particular properties defining
the wetlands in Nemuro.
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(2) Furen-ko

Furen-ko, or Lake Furen, extends along the Furen River, which flows into Lake Furen at the mouth of
the Furen River. “Furen” means “red river'' in the Ainu language. The lake itself is actually connected to
Nemuro Bay and is 57.6 kilometers square with a circumference of 96 kilometers. It is a brackish lake
located between Nemuro City and Betsukai town. The lake was formed when the flowing river water
became blocked by a huge sandbar that eventually was formed by the coastal current in Nemuro Bay,
which carried the sand to the mouth of the river. It is surrounded by diverse nature including vast
wetland, forests and sand dunes.

Furen-ko is a paradise for bird watchers who come to obverse many of the approximately 300 species
of wild birds that live in or migrate to the wetland. Some of the wild birds that live there include
endangered species such as White-tailed eagles, Steller's Sea Eagles, Blakiston's Fish Owls, and redcrowned cranes. Also, various migratory birds come to the wetland, such as whooper swans, bean
geese, and snipes, which spend either short times or even winter there.

In the winter, a traditional event of netting fish from under the ice takes place every winter. The biggest
attraction is not watching the fish that are caught in the nets but watching large flocks of birds come to
feed on the fish that are either thrown out as unsellable or which spill from the nets and fall on the ice.
It is exciting to see Steeler's Sea Eagles and White Tailed Eagles swoop down and grab the fish
lodged on the ice - which makes for a spectacular photo opportunity.

(3) Shunkunitai
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Shunkunitai is an area comprised of three sand bars that extend from the Nemuro Peninsula towards
Lake Furen. Each sand dune was formed individually over different eras, ranging between 3,000 and
1,500 years ago. The dunes were formed over the years by ocean currents that continuously carried
sand that accumulated and formed the three sand dunes that are 8 kilometers in length, but only 1.3
kilometers at the widest point. The area has essentially been left untouched by human hands. It is
famous for the different plants and trees growing on each of the three sand bars. For example, Sand
Dune 1 has a virgin forest and one of the country's largest areas of beach roses. Sand Dune 2
consists of a Japanese red pine forest, and huge trees are on Sand Dune 3. All types of flora and
aquatic conditions are found on the sandbars, from forest, grassland, wetland, and tidal flatland, to
coastal, lake, and marsh conditions. In addition, 280 species of wild birds have been observed living
here. Shunkunitai, along with Lake Furen and Furen-ko Wetland, were designated as Ramsar Sites in
November 2005. A nature-watching wooden path was built to enable visitors to enjoy the sandbars. It's
recommended that you wear waterproof shoes or boots.

(4) Other Wetlands in the Nemuro Area:

Choboshi Lake
Choboshi Lake is a beautiful lake next to Lake Onneto at the base of the Nemuro Peninsula on the
south side. There are statues of the Goddess of Mercy and a path along the shore. The circumference
of the lake is about 5 kilometers and the lake's maximum depth is about 7 meters. It is possible to fish
for smelt in the winter.

Onneto Lake
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Listed in 2001 as one of Japan's 500 important wetlands, Onneto is a lake with a circumference of 15
kilometers. Its water is a brackish or opaque color. The scene of this lake is beautiful, being
surrounded by ezo spruce forests. In addition, visitors can see a view from the Onneto Ohashi Bridge,
which locals consider to be the gateway to the downtown of Nemuro City.

Others
In addition to the above, there are other various wetlands spread all across and around Nemuro City,
and a few among those are:
1. Horonitai & Fureshima
2. Tanneto Marsh
3. Ochiishi Nishi (West Ochiishi) Wetland
4. Ochiishi Wetland
5. Ochiishi Misaki (Cape) Wetland
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6. Birds that can be seen in Nemuro
More than 370 species of birds have been sighted in Nemuro and attract many bird-watching tourists.
Some are migratory, some are non-migratory, and some are stray birds that have flown off-course for
some reason. Below are a few popular birds that can be seen in Nemuro, both around the wetlands
and offshore.

(1) Stellar's Sea Eagle:
Steller's sea eagles inhabit a wide area in the most eastern parts of Hokkaido, as well as in eastern
Russia and the Korean Peninsula. They can be sighted during the winter. Being the largest bird of
prey in Japan, and also one of the largest in the world, these eagles have wingspans that extend up to
2.5 meters in length. It is estimated that around 1,500 of these eagles come to winter in Hokkaido.
They have been designated as natural treasures by the Japanese government but are designated as
an endangered species.

(2) Red-crowned Crane:
Red-crowned cranes are so beautiful that they are considered to be the fashion models of the bird
world, with their tall height; long, slender legs; and spectacular coloring consisting of white and black
feathers and their signature ''red crown''. In addition, they are known as symbols of good luck,
longevity, and fidelity, which are excellent attributes that even humans try to aspire to achieve in their
lives. Currently, Japan has the largest population of these cranes, which currently number 1,650.
Japan, and eastern Hokkaido in particular, is blessed to have a non-migratory population of these
cranes that can be seen all during the year. Bird watchers delight in spotting them in person, but the
real thrill of any bird watcher is to see these beauties dancing and honking on snow-covered ground,
right before their eyes. On winter days, the picture-perfect postcard photo is one with sunny, clear blue
skies; stark-white, snow-covered ground, and a couple of red-crowned cranes jumping and flapping
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their wings to the delight of onlookers. This is undoubtedly one of the most sought-after photo
opportunities in Japan.

These cranes are named after the patch of red, bare skin on the crowns of their heads, which
becomes even darker red during mating season. Red-crowned cranes are among the largest cranes in
the world, and their large wingspans stretch over two meters. The cranes call the wetlands and rivers
of eastern Hokkaido home, where they feed on frogs, crabs, fish, snails, and even small birds. And as
omnivores, they also eat rice and water plants too. Their habitat becomes an active feeding ground
especially between November and March.

The success of these birds in avoiding extinction is a remarkable story of protection and conservation
by local people. Thanks to some advanced-thinking conservationists who appreciated the beauty and
need for these cranes, we are now fortunate to co-exist with them. However, in the beginning of the
20th century, these cranes were believed to have become extinct. Miraculously, in the 1920s a small
group of 20 were discovered hidden in the wetlands of Kushiro. These cranes luckily avoided the
bullets of hunters in the Meiji (1868 to 1912) and Taisho (1912 to 1926) periods, who hunted the birds
until they nearly became extinct. Over the years, thanks to conservation efforts by the Japanese and
local governments and due to community efforts, the original crane population of 20 now numbers
over 1,650, and hopefully their numbers will continue to increase. Unfortunately, though, these birds
still are listed as an endangered species.

In the winter, which is the most popular season to watch the cranes, there are some major winterfeeding sites around Kushiro City, where the cranes come to eat. These areas are busy not only with
cranes themselves but also birdwatchers and photographers anxious to record the awesome images
of the cranes in their memories and on camera.

The best places to see red-crowned cranes sanctuaries in Hokkaido are listed below:Kushiro
Shitsugen Observatory (Kushiro Shitsugen National Park)
Akan International Crane Center
Tsurui Ito Tancho Crane Sanctuary
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Japanese Crane Reserve

(3) Gray's Grasshopper Warbler
This small bird lives over a broad area of the world. In northern regions of Asia, its habitat extends
from eastern Hokkaido, Sakhalin Island, the southern Kuril Islands, Siberia, and down the Korean
Peninsula. It lives in marshlands and in coastal areas in forests and lowland brush areas. If bird
watchers can spot this little bird who sings a beautiful, warbling song, they will be very excited
because this shy bird prefers to stay out of sight, hiding in dense bushes.

This is the largest grasshopper-warbler, with a body length of 18cm. In Japan, these warblers lay 3 to
5 eggs between June and July. It survives by eating insects and spiders. Its top feathers are a dull
brown and its underside is a light brown, which distinguishes it from other types of warblers like the
Pleske's Warbler that is a much darker brown. There is another warbler, the Sakhalin GrasshopperWarbler, which is quite similar in appearance, but its underside is covered with larger area of darker
brown.

(4) Black-browed Reed Warbler
The black-browed reed warbler also is a marsh dweller. It lives in a wide area of northern Asia,
extending from Mongolia, to south-east Russia over to eastern China and to Hokkaido in Japan. This
warbler finds food that is close to the ground in marshy areas among reeds. It feeds on mostly proteinrich insects as its main diet by foraging among the grass to hunt for edible bugs and small creatures
living inside undisturbed reed beds. Its size is around 13cm. long and it lays 4-5 eggs each year
between June and August in Japan.
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(5) Tufted puffin (crested puffin):
These puffin are usually around 35 centimeters in size (both body and wingspan). They are usually
black with some white on the face. Their wings are relatively short, being more adapted to swimming,
underwater diving, and chasing prey, rather than for flying. The adults eat in the water where they
catch saury, smelts, squid, and even seaweed. To feed their young, they carry between five to 20 fish
in their beaks. They prefer to dwell high on the edges of cliffs or hills in order to avoid being easy prey.
These birds live in a wide range of the north Pacific area extending from North America across to
Hokkaido. In Japan, their numbers are dwindling and are designated as endangered.
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(6) Rhinoceros auklet:
Closely related to the puffins, these auklets with dark gray plumage are named for the protruding
“rhinoceros horn” extension from the top of their beaks. This “horn”; however, appears only in breeding
adults and is shed every year. It has been discovered that the “horn” is actually fluorescent when seen
in ultra-violet light. It is believed that it provides light in the dark so that the auklets can see each other
when foraging in the dark or swimming at night. Besides the unusual extension from their beaks, these
auklets have another unique feature. They have special spikes in the rear of their upper jaw, which can
hold several fish in a way that prevents the birds from losing the fish as they search for more. These
auklets live throughout the northern Pacific and can be easily spotted.

(7) Spectacled guillemot:
These birds, which weight a little more than half a kilogram, have a black bill, a blackish iris, and dull,
blackish plumage. But their most distinctive feature is very obvious to observers, it is their very bright
red legs. In fact, the Japanese name for these birds is “kemafure”, which in the Ainu language means
“red foot”. They live in the northwestern Pacific Ocean in Hokkaidō, and in addition, in the areas near
the Sea of Okhotsk and the Kuril Islands in Russia. They breed soon after the drift ice has left the
coast, which is usually around mid- to late March, depending on the year.

(8) Red-faced cormorant:
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This cormorant's habitat also is quite vast, between the eastern tip of Hokkaidō and across the Pacific
to the Alaska Peninsula and Gulf of Alaska. The body plumage is a beautiful, shiny, deep blue-green
and the wings are a dull gray-black. During the mating season the facial skin turns into a bright, deep
red, which is the namesake of this cormorant that thrives in cold waters. During winter the skin color is
more dull. They nest on ledges of cliffs or steep slopes high above water, sharing the area with other

species of birds.
(9) Harlequin duck:
This male of this striking and most colorful of ducks sports plumage and head crescents and skin
coloring that is a rainbow of colors from blue, chestnut brown, to black and white. The body coloring is
laid out in a what appears to be a harlequin pattern that has become the duck's namesake. The bill is
blue-grey and the eye is reddish. Adult females; however, are less colorful, with brown-grey body
plumage. They live in the northern climes, extending from Hokkaido to Russia, North America,
Greenland, and Iceland. They place their nests in well-hidden locations near streams, and live along
fast-moving rivers and rough and wild rocky coastlines. Unfortunately, this hearty little bird is usually
found near pounding surf and white water and as a result, spends a lifetime of painful broken bones
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that come from being tossed around in the rough water. In fact, according to X-rays, harlequin ducks
are said to spend their lives with more broken bones than any other species.

7. Sightseeing and Local Attractions
(1) Nemuro Shunkunitai Wild Bird Park Nature Center
At the nature center you can learn about the native animals and plants. If you are lucky, you might
even spot cranes here to. There are also many swans. Restrooms are available in the parking area
and open 24 hours a day. Visitors can reach Shunkunitai in around 90 minutes from Nakashibetsu
Airport and 15 minutes from JR Nemuro Station by car. Open: April ~ September: 9AM ～5PM;
October ~ March: 9AM ～4:30PMClosed on Wednesdays and December 29st ~ January 3rd

(2) Swan 44 Nemuro: Roadside Rest Area (Michi-no Eki)
This rest area is located along National Highway 44 that is the main road to Nemuro City. This facility
is built in a pristine natural environment and the wall facing Lake Furen and Shunkunitai is built entirely
of glass, affording visitors an unobstructed view of the lake and wetlands, which are famous for their
huge flocks of wild birds. It is place to see and meet the birds up close, such as Japanese crane and
whooper swan, if you are lucky.

While the restaurant's menu is loaded with fish and seafood selections, it serves a local dish called
“escaroppu,” which is buttered rice mixed with bamboo shoots topped with tonkatsu (deep-fried pork)
and demi-glace sauce. In addition, fresh seafood is sold at the fish section. Facilities include
restaurants, restrooms, souvenir shops, and observation deck.

(3) Ochiishi Nature Cruise:
According to the cruise company, what differentiates this cruise from all others are the extremely
closeup views of wild birds flying and swimming in their natural habitat in the sea around Nemuro,
something that ordinarily visitors would not have the chance to see. It's a very worthwhile experience
to see the precious, natural expressions of these lively birds so close. Of course, the number and
types of birds that visitors can see depends on the season, weather, and conditions of the sea.

(4) Habomai Panoramic Cruise (Easternmost Panorama Cruise)
https://www.jf-habomai.jp/pleasure-cruises.htmlVisit Cape Nosappu and travel 3.7 kilometers to the
Kaigara-jima (Signalny Rock)
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Lighthouse. Also, to the north is the Sea of Okhotsk and to the south are the waters of the Pacific
Ocean, where it may be possible to spot whales, dolphins, sea otters, and sea ice.Cruises last two
hours and operate from November 1st- April 30th
Price: Adults 5,000/Children 3,000 (through Jr. High school/must be accompanied by adult)
The meeting place for the cruise is in the office of the Habomai Fishermen's Cooperative Association

(5) Cape Hanasaki 'Kurumaishi' (Car Tire Rock)
This rock is a massive block of basalt that resembles the shape of a car tire or wheel. Its name literally
means “wheel stone” It is designated as a national, natural monument. It is under the Hanasaki
Lighthouse located about 6 kilometers away from the downtown area of Nemuro city. The area is a
park with free parking and public restrooms.

(6) Cape Ochiishi
This cape is located at the base of the Nemuro Peninsula, in the area where the peninsula begins to
extend into the Pacific Ocean. The inland area of the cape is designated as a national special natural
monument, (For further information, see last-year's article)

(7) Cape Nosappu
The lighthouse at Cape Nosappu is the oldest lighthouse in Hokkaido. It was first built and lit in 1872.
There is an observatory and bird hides from where visitors can watch wild birds. You can reach the
cap in 40 minutes by bus from Nemuro Station.
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For more articles on the Nemuro and Shiretoko (Rausu) area, please click here:
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/en/area/010
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（A:知床）
ユネスコ世界遺産手つかずの大自然が残る北海道-知床

Shiretoko: UNESCO's Choice for Pristine Nature in Hokkaido
2020-10-30

1. Introduction
To travelers who have visited Shiretoko or to others who wish to go there, hearing the name
''Shiretoko” immediately conjures up images of a land of pristine nature and scenic beauty, which
many people think are unsurpassed in all of Japan. There is no doubt that Shiretoko should be on
everyone’s bucket-list of places to visit in Japan, as it is indeed an area of unspoiled and spectacular
natural beauty, earning the distinguished designation from UNESCO as a Natural World Heritage Site.
The word ''Shiretoko” is an adaption into the Japanese language of the Ainu-language term ''sir-etok”
which means ''end of the land''. When the Japanese took over the area in the Meiji Period in the late
19th century, ''sir-etok” was phoneticized into Japanese as ''shi-re-to-ko” and to this day the peninsula
is without a doubt still considered to be the ''end of the land'', at least in Hokkaido. In line with this
designation as the end of the land, the Shiretoko Peninsula has extremely rough terrain and is
basically isolated from civilization. In fact, most of the peninsula can be accessed only on foot or by
boat. This article focuses on Shiretoko’s natural features, Shiretoko’s geography and birth, background
in being selected as a UNESCO natural world heritage site, the two gateway towns (Rausu and
Utoro), and some of the attractions and activities that await visitors.
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2. Getting there
Before exploring the Shiretoko National Park and the Shiretoko Peninsula itself, you first have to know
where it is and how to arrive there. To begin, the Shiretoko Peninsula is on the eastern edge of
Hokkaido, the northern most island among Japan's four main islands.

There are various routes to travel to the Shiretoko area. For example, the nearest airport is Nemuro
Nakashibetsu Airport, which is 62 km from Rausu, with direct flights between New Chitose Airport
(Sapporo) and Haneda Airport (Tokyo). Memambetsu Airport has direct flights from Tokyo, Osaka,
Nagoya, and Sapporo. The airport is roughly 130 kilometers away from Rausu and a little over two
hours t by car. If you arrive into New Chitose Airport, there are 50-minute flights to Memambetsu. If
you plan to travel from Sapporo by car, it will take you from six to seven hours to reach the area
without making any stops. Various scenic routes are recommended to reach the peninsula, one of
which is the one that passes by Lake Akan and Lake Mashu, which are themselves must-see spots to
visit in Hokkaido.

If you are traveling around Hokkaido, the city of Abashiri (north of the peninsula) is 40 minutes away,
and the city of Kushiro (south of the peninsula) is a 3-hour drive. Some visitors who begin their visit to
the Shiretoko Peninsula use either of the towns of Rausu or Utoro, which are located on the east and
west side of the peninsula respectively.

3. History of People in Shiretoko
Archeologists believe that the Shiretoko area was initially inhabited by humans around 8,000 years
ago. Various settlements have been discovered, which were inhabited by the Okhotsk people, who
were a hunting-fishing people who lived around the 5th to 13th centuries and who migrated down from
northern areas such as nearby islands and Russia. These settlers brought their Okhotsk culture. New
discoveries of their ancient settlements are still being found, such as the one at Cape Chashikotsu
Upper Site in 2016. As the Okhotsk culture ended, around the 13th century, the Ainu culture started.
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The Ainu people have lived in Shiretoko for centuries, staying true to their own culture, beliefs, and
lifestyles that include hunting and fishing, as well as worshipping nature and wildlife such as
Blakiston's fish-owls, brown bears, killer whales, and other animals. Remnants relating to Ainu culture
such as old houses (''chise'') and religious sites (''chashi'') are tourist spots and some are still being
discovered and unearthed to this day. Nowadays, visitors can tour several historic and cultural
museums dedicated to the Ainu people, which have been built in various places around Hokkaido.

Nevertheless, even though some hearty and rugged people live and earn their livelihoods in and near
this vast expanse of unspoiled, natural wilderness, Shiretoko for the most part remains mostly an
uninhabitable, pristine, and isolated place. As a result, it has been and still is an inhospitable land for
humans to develop, so luckily for us, this harsh environment indeed is what has saved Shiretoko from
human development. And thus being preserved as it is, Shiretoko remains a treasure trove of pristine
nature, precious wildlife, and jaw-dropping, beautiful scenery for all of us to enjoy.

4. Geography
Shiretoko's unique environment is largely influenced by seasonal sea ice that forms around Shiretoko,
which is the lowest latitude (around 44 degrees north) where sea ice forms in the northern
hemisphere. The peninsula protrudes into the Sea of Okhotsk in the Pacific Ocean. The supply of
nutrient-rich, winter sea ice in the Sea of Okhotsk enables phytoplankton to flourish in early spring,
sustaining Shiretoko's marine ecosystem. This plankton in turn becomes the food source for the sealife and fish that in turn become the food for birds and land animals such as brown bears that feed on
spawning salmon in the rivers. (Shiretoko is the home of Japan's largest brown bear population.)

The peninsula is 25 kilometers wide and approximately 65 kilometers long, from the area where the
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peninsula starts extending out into the ocean. Its land area is roughly 1,000 square kilometers. The
coast line is very rugged and lined with high rocks and cliffs. The backbone running along the length of
the peninsula is a volcanic mountain range that was formed in the center of the peninsula and includes
Mt. Iozan, an active volcano; and Mt. Rausu, the highest peak on the peninsula, at 1,661 meters. Due
to its numerous volcanos, Shiretoko is blessed with a number of onsen (hot springs) such as
Kumanoyu Onsen and Aidomari Onsen in Rausu, in addition to a hot-spring river that is the source of
Kamuiwakka Hot Waterfall northeast of Utoro.

5. Climate
The warm spring/summer seasons are short, from early May through mid-September. Generally, snow
starts falling on the mountains from the end of October and the accumulated snowfall lasts until June;
however, it lasts all summer long at the very highest peaks. The area is generally considered a humid
continental climate, but the weather tends to differ between the eastern and western sides of
Shiretoko. This is due to the 1,500 m mountain range which runs through the middle of the peninsula
and the surrounding ocean. The eastern coast has sea fog and winds from the Pacific Ocean and
tends to be warmer in winter and cooler in the summer, but with large amounts of precipitation. The
western coast is dryer but is hotter in the summer and colder in the winter.

The cold Oyashio Current flows southwest along the east side of the peninsula, and the Soya Current
flows southeast from the Sea of Okhotsk. In winter, the Soya Current carries sea ice south from the
Sea of Okhotsk where it packs together along the coast of the Shiretoko Peninsula. When this sea ice
starts to melt and drift apart in late winter/early spring, it becomes a huge tourist draw, with many
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tourists coming specifically to see the ''drift ice'' from excursion boats and onshore observation areas.

6. Land Formation
Volcanos line the center of the peninsula, with most in the range of 1,500 meters in height. The
highest mountain is Mt. Rausu at 1,661 meters. The Shiretoko Peninsula was formed by undersea
volcanos and the activity of two seismic plates. Specifically, the roots of the peninsula go back 8.6
million years ago, when the undersea volcanoes began erupting and their ash and lava flows started
accumulating over the years, building up along the bottom of the sea. While the peninsula was still
underwater, about 1 million years ago, the Pacific Plate slid under the North American Plate, and as a
result, the North American Plate was forced up and out of the sea---and Shiretoko, the peninsula, was
born. Around 500,000 years ago, the volcanos running along the center of the peninsula continued
erupting, forming the long range of mountains that extend the entire length of the peninsula nowadays.
These volcanos and the lava and volcanic ash from their eruptions made the exotic rock formations,
precipices, and columnar joints that created Shiretoko's diverse but unique scenery that we enjoy
seeing to this day.

7. UNESCO World Heritage Site Selection
Shiretoko was added to UNESCO's list of natural world heritage sites in 2005. The designated site
area, which is 711 square kilometers out of the 1,200 or so square kilometers of the peninsula,
includes the long, central part of the peninsula all the way out to the tip at Shiretoko Cape. Basically,
the area excludes the sparsely populated settlements concentrated near the base of the peninsula.

UNESCO had several reasons for adding Shiretoko. One reason is Shiretoko is an exceptional
example of an area where marine and land ecosystems interact to create an extraordinary marine167
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terrestrial ecosystem. Another is related to this unique ecosystem, which is affected by seasonal sea
ice that forms around the Peninsula in winter. In addition, it also is an important habitat for numerous
sea, air, and land animals, some of which are endangered such as the Blackiston's Fish owl and the
Steller's sea lion.

Shiretoko, because of its unique environment, was designated first as a national park by the Japanese
Government on June 1, 1964. The national-park framework ensured that Shiretoko's pristine nature
would be protected, and as a result of becoming a national park, Shiretoko started its path to
becoming a candidate for a natural world heritage listing. It took just two years for UNESCO to give
Shiretoko its world heritage designation, from the time Japan nominated the site in 2003 as a
candidate, until the UNESCO World Heritage Committee decided to list Shiretoko as a world heritage
in 2005.

8. The Town of Rausu
Rausu is the southern gateway to the Shiretoko Peninsula and located in the Nemuro area of
Hokkaido. It is 30 kilometers from Rausu to Utoro, which is on the western side of the Shiretoko
Peninsula, by crossing the Shiretoko Pass when it is open from late spring to early winter. The town of
Rausu is almost 400 square kilometers in size and has a population of around 5,400. In the Ainu
language, ''raushi'', which was modified to ''rausu'', means ''low-land''. The downtown of Rausu is
located on Rausu Harbor where the Rausu River flows into the ocean. Rausu's economy is supported
by three industries: fishing, general retail, and tourism (Shiretoko National Park). One popular sea-
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based food item is kelp, and the kelp harvested from the sea offshore from Rausu is famous and
highly sought after by gourmet restaurants throughout the country.

Rausu is served by the Nemuro-Nakashibetsu Airport. Travel time from the airport to Rausu is about
one hour by car. Part of National Highway 334 includes the Shiretoko Pass Road that cuts across the
peninsula from north to south. However, due to the road's extreme location at 738 meters in this farnorth region, this road closes to traffic from mid-November to usually around the end of April or even
until early May, depending on the year. Therefore, during the winter months, Rausu can be reached
only by Highway 335 coming from the south, which connects the town to Nemuro and Kushiro.

Most of the lodging facilities in Rausu are basic, such as minshuku (Japanese-style, family-operated
guesthouses) and western-style guest houses, although there are a few mid-size and larger hotels.
And meals served at local eating and lodging establishments are for the most part heavily centered on
the exceptionally fresh fish and seafood caught locally.

9. The Town of Utoro
Utoro is a small town of around 1,000 people, which is the western gateway to the Shiretoko
Peninsula located on the western (northern) side of the peninsular arm, basically at the entrance to the
national park. In terms of its location relative to the other nearby towns, it is 40 kilometers from Shari
and 30 kilometers from Rausu, and can be reached by traveling across the Shiretoko Pass that
traverses the peninsula.

For places to stay in Utoro, there are small hotels, ''minshuku'' (family-run B&Bs), and large ryokanstyle Japanese inns (some with outdoor rotenburo baths), mostly near the Utoro Hot Springs area.
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The Utoro Hot Springs (also referred to as the Shiretoko Hot Springs) were drilled in 1971 and now
serve as one of the biggest draws to the town of Utoro in terms of its being chosen by visitors as a
place to stay overnight. The hot-spring water contains sodium and iron, so the water is brown. One of
the 20 or so hot-spring is ''Yuuhidai no Yu'', which is popular because bathers can enjoy views of the
Sea of Okhotsk at sunset.

Within the town, there are several large rock formations along the shore of the harbor, including one
called Godzilla-iwa Rock and another called Sankaku-iwa Rock, However, the largest rock is Oronko
Rock that is about 60 meters high. Its name is derived from the original inhabitants of the area, the
Oronko people. It's possible to walk to the top of the rock by climbing 170 steps, and stand on the level
viewing area from where you can see a panoramic view of the town, the Shiretoko Mountain Range,
and the coastline. The view at sunset especially is impressive. There is free parking and restrooms at
the rock.

10. Shiretoko Sightseeing Spots and Activities
(1) Rausu

A. Rausu Visitor Center
Rausu Visitor Center provides hikers, kayakers, and other outdoor seekers who are unfamiliar with the
area, information and lectures about rules, restrictions, and manners they need to follow while they are
in Shiretoko. In addition, the House displays exhibits on both marine and land ecosystems, and also
explains how these systems are connected and interact with each other.
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B. Rusa Field House
The Rusa Field House is the first stop you should make if you plan on trekking out into the Shiretoko
Misaki area. It provides current and general information you would need for planning a safe trip. For
ordinary tourists, there are displays about the marine and animal ecosystems of the Shiretoko area.

C. Rausu Municipal Museum
The museum has exhibits covering the history, culture, and nature of the Shiretoko area. They include
artifacts from Shiretoko, such as pottery and tools and stuffed animal specimen of rare and local
animals. There are also exhibits given to the museum from the locals, which describes the livelihood
of the people such as fishing.

D. Seseki Waterfalls
Seseki Waterfall, located north of Rausu on Highway 87, is the eastern-most waterfall in Japan.
Spring, when the snow melts, is the time of year when the falls are most impressive, flowing down
from a height of 30 meters. In fact, some years the volume of snowmelt is so immense that the water
overflows onto Highway 87. Spruce and pine trees that resemble beautifully shaped bonsai grow from
the top of the cliff near the area where the falls pour down and then flow out into the ocean.

E. Boat excursions
Boat excursions are a great way to see the wildlife of the Shiretoko. From spring to summer (late-April
to mid-October), there are boat excursions with a chance to see whales, dolphins, killer whales, and
various birds. In the winter, the drift ice and bird tours are held.

There are also tours hosted on a smaller boat, which takes you to Cape Shiretoko. Between the spring
to summer, brown bears can be seen along the shoreline, and in the winter, sea animals, birds, and
drift ice.

F. Rausu Kunashiri Observation Tower
While the observation tower is not too far from the center of town, it is located at the top of a steep hill,
so going by car or bus (10 minutes) up the long and windy road is highly recommended over walking.
You can see Mt. Rausu too, and the drift ice during the season. Inside the tower, you can see an
exhibition and movie about the Northern Territories.
G. Shiretoko/Rausu Highway Rest Stop (Michi-no-Eki)
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This highway rest stop is on the route into the town of Rausu, along National Highway 335, and is
located just south of the center of town. The front of the rest-stop building faces the Nemuro Channel,
Northern Territories, and Kunashiri Island. From the rear of the building, you can see Mt. Rausu, the
tallest mountain on the Shiretoko Peninsula, at 1,661 meters high. The facility has food, drinks,
restrooms, souvenirs, and tourist information on hiking trails, nearby attractions, lodging, dining, and
sightseeing tours by boat and bus.

(2) Utoro

A. Shiretoko National Park Nature Center
Shiretoko National Park Nature Center is located at the entrance to Shiretoko National Park, a 10minute drive from Utoro. Here, visitors can obtain information not only about the park itself but also
information on bear sightings, for example. In addition, the center houses large-screen video displays
and hand-made display panels. There is a restaurant, in addition to a souvenir shop.

Visitors to the Shiretoko Nature Center can walk to Furepe Waterfall in 20 minutes along the 2kilometer trail that starts from the nature center. The trail goes through a forest and grassland and
eventually reaches the observation deck at the top of a cliff from where visitors can look down to see
the waterfall that is 100 meters high. The source of the water is snowmelt and rain descending from
the Shiretoko Mountain Range. When traveling on the trail, you might spot wild animals such as deer,
birds, and foxes. And for those who are not so adventurous to walk to the falls, there are sightseeingboat tours that depart from Utoro and go to the waterfall via water.

B. Shiretoko World Heritage Conservation Center
Located next to the Utoro/Shirietoko Highway Rest Area, this center displays numerous photos of
brown bears, deer, and other animals that call Shiretoko their home. In addition, the center explains
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how the world heritage site is being managed. Also of importance to visitors is the very critical
information about rules and manners that they need to observe when visiting Shiretoko. Stopping first
at this center before visiting the area is highly recommended because it gives an excellent introduction
to the Shiretoko Peninsula, including a 15-minute video with excellent views of the beautiful scenery.

C. Kamuiwakka Hot Waterfalls
These hot-water (mostly lukewarm) waterfalls first start as boiling-hot water spewing from the side of
Mt. Shiretoko-Iwo. The water is hotter closer to the source and then as the water flows down the
mountain side and mixes with the river water, the water temperature gradually starts to become cooler.
This natural phenomenon creates a not-so-ordinary, outdoor bathing experience. Nowadays, however,
the upper area where the water is warmer has been closed due to the danger of falling rocks, leaving
only 140 meters of the river available for bathing.

The falls are located 24 kilometers from Utoro. You should be aware that the last 11 kilometers to the
falls requires traveling on a gravel road that is a rough and bumpy and slow-paced ride. There is also
bus service to the falls from Shari bus terminal, Utoro onsen bus terminal, the Shiretoko Nature
Center, and the Shiretoko Five Lakes. In fact, because the falls are so popular in mid-summer, during
the peak-tourist season of August, only buses/shuttle buses are allowed to travel on road going to the
hiking trail that leads to the falls. For the other months of the visitor season, which is usually from
around the end of May or early June until late October, you can drive your own car to the start of the
hiking trail that goes to the falls.

After you arrive at the parking area, there is a very steep slope to climb in order to reach the bathing
area along the river. The walk up the slope takes about 10 minutes. It's a good idea to wear a swimsuit
under your clothes. Since this is an area filled with wildlife, including bears, please use caution and
heed the advice of local rangers. And as a side note, according to some visitors, the wildlife such as
deer, foxes, and even bears that are spotted on the road are more exciting than the soak in the
river.Closed: Early November to late May or early June because of snow.

D. Shiretoko Five Lakes:
The Shiretoko Five Lakes (Shiretoko Goko) were created long ago as the result of the eruption of
Mount Io and are fed from underground springs. These popular lakes are an extremely popular
attraction and are definitely one of the highlights of anyone's visit to Shiretoko, offering visitors of all
ages the opportunity to get in touch with Shiretoko's pristine nature.
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There are two ways to tour and view the lakes. One way is by an elevated, wooden boardwalk that
starts from the parking lot. It takes about 40 minutes to complete the 1.6-kilometer round-trip walk. The
boardwalk's height from the ground varies from between 2 to 5 meters and is equipped with an electric
fence with 7,000 volts of current to ward off any brown bears who also might be thinking of taking a
walk on the boardwalk. So, hikers on the boardwalk are protected from unwanted encounters with wild
animals, especially brown bears. Three observation platforms have been placed along the boardwalk,
from where you can enjoy wonderful views of the first lake, the other lakes, the Sea of Okhotsk, and
the Shiretoko Mountains. There is no charge to walk on the boardwalk, which is wheelchair accessible
and open for the entire season when the park is open, usually from late April to late November.

The other way to view the lake is by walking on the nature trails, of which there are two. One is 1.6
kilometers and goes to the first lake. The round-trip walk takes about 40 minutes. The other trail is
three kilometers long and passes by all five lakes and takes about 90 minutes to complete. These
trails are always subject to closure if bears are sighted. The conditions for walking on the trails vary
according to the season, i.e., bear season or not bear season. For example, from the day the park
opens and up until May 9th/and from August 1st until the last day the park is open for the year, visitors
can walk on the trails on their own, and do not need to be accompanied by guides because bear
sightings are far fewer. However, before starting to walk on the trail, visitors must listen to a short
lecture and pay an admission fee of 250 yen per person.

From May 10th to the end of July, when bears are more active and often present, visitors must join a
guided-tour led by a licensed nature guide. (Note that the informative guided tours are operated
throughout the visitor season, regardless of bear season or not.) Tours take about three hours and
depart every ten minutes and cost 5,300 yen per person. Only 10 people are allowed per tour, and
advanced reservations are required. Please see the park's English website for details.

Going by carThe road to the Shiretoko Five Lakes is closed in winter from late November to late
April.From Utoro, take the main road into the national park for about five kilometers until you reach the
Shiretoko Nature Center. Turn left at the center and drive for about ten kilometers until you reach the
parking lot of the Shiretoko Five Lakes visitor center at the end of the paved road. (Parking costs 500
yen)

Shiretoko Five Lakes Guided Tour
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Season: May 1 - October 31
Fee: Adults (12 and older) 5,300/Children (4 to 11 years) 3,200/Infants (0 years to 3 years) 1750

Winter Season Tour of the Shiretoko Five Lakes
Shiretoko in the bitter-cold winter is another-world experience, with opportunities for you to see for
yourself the wildlife that can survive in the freezing-cold temperatures and snow. These days, in the
interest of adding to the Shiretoko experience, organized tours are now being conducted also in winter
to enable visitors to walk on the frozen lakes and see the drift ice in the Okhotsk Sea. Reservations
are required.

Fee: 6,000 per person
Open Jan 23 through March 22
Duration: 4-5 hours (AM: 8:00～12:30), (PM: 12:30～17:00)
Maximum persons: 9
Boots, hats, and gloves are included. Ski ware can be rented for a fee.
Note: Persons who weigh over 100 kilograms are unable to join the winter tour.

11. Rules, Manners, and Common Sense When Touring Shiretoko:
Shiretoko is a very special place, in some ways like no other. This is because of the fact that to this
day it remains mostly a pristine area untouched by human hands. Most visitors already know and obey
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the ''Never Do'' behaviors listed below. In addition, nature lovers know the importance to check the
weather forecast before and during their visits. However, as a reminder, please read all of these basic
rules and remember them to assure that you have a memorable and trouble-free visit to Shiretoko.
There are obvious reasons why these rules are plain common sense, and don't need much
explanation. The need to follow these rules in Shiretoko especially is important under the spirit of ecotouring. At all times, your cooperation and understanding is appreciated so that you can keep yourself
safe as well as protect the pristine nature and free-roaming wildlife.

Never go close to the wildlife.
While most visitors look forward to seeing wildlife, approaching too close to the wild animals can be
very dangerous. It goes without saying that bears, of course, can be extremely dangerous, but even
deer and other animals also can be very aggressive toward visitors, such as mothers with new-born
offspring and males during the mating season.

Never feed the wildlife.
This includes never feeding the animals directly as well as never throwing food to or leaving food for
the animals and birds.

Never speed and go too fast when driving your car.
Animals, especially larger ones, aimlessly cross roads and can run in front of your car, injuring
themselves and damaging your car.

Never leave your car and go outside to see animals on or near the road.
If you spot animals from your car, remain inside your car. In addition, be sure to use utmost caution
about car windows too, especially if they are open.

Never touch, cut, and break bushes, trees, flowers, etc.All plant life needs to remain pristine and
natural, and stay in the same condition it was before your visit.

Never throw trash away, except in designated trash bins.

Never eat anything or cook anything outdoors.
This includes all kinds of food items such as snacks, candies, sweets, gum, etc. You should eat only
when and where doing so is safe.
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Never smoke cigarettes, electric cigarettes, and other such products.

Never wear perfume.

Never walk outside the designated paths.
Besides the danger of your encountering aggressive and strong animals, you will damage the plant life
and might be injured by falling.

Never walk on or take rests on the grass in flatlands, wetlands, and other such areas.Like mentionedabove, you will damage the plant life.

Never bring anything that can harm the natural environment and wildlife.

Never bring your pets to the nature hiking paths, grass areas, wetlands, etc.Some visitors travel with
their pets, mostly dogs. Dogs when seeing other animals can become very aggressive and bark,
become difficult to control, and jump around wildly. In turn, the wildlife can also become aggressive
toward dogs displaying such behavior, so pets do not belong outdoors in the wild areas of Shiretoko.

Weather Reminders:
Check the weather before you go to Shiretoko, so you have an idea of possible temperatures and
conditions during your stay.
While in Shiretoko, check the daily weather forecast and plan your day accordingly, as to what you
should wear and bring.
Even though you can check the weather forecast and plan accordingly, keep in mind that the weather
and temperatures in this northern part of the world often change throughout the day.
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（C：中標津町）
趣のある小さな町に大都市の快適さ-中標津町

Nakashibetsu: Small-town Atmosphere with Big Town Features
2021-01-14

1.

Introduction

1-1. Background Information
Nakashibetsu is a town in the eastern side of Hokkaido with a population of around 23,000, and is
practically 100 kilometers equidistant from some of Hokkaido’s “must see” attractions located in each
of the four directions of the compass. For example, to the North is the Shiretoko Peninsula, a 475sq.
km. area of pristine nature designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site. To the South lies Kushiro, a
city that is a gateway to Japan’s largest wetlands protected under the Ramsar Convention and home
to the Red-crowned crane. In the East is the Notsuke Peninsula, a sandbar jutting into the Nemuro
Strait, with a unique ecosystem of plants, wildfowls, and sea life. And to the West is Lake Mashu, a
crater lake reputed to be the clearest lake in the world.

After arriving in the town, regardless of the temptation to head off soon to nearby attractions outside of
town, visitors to Nakashibetsu will see that the town is worthy of spending some time to explore. The
town, while small, is filled with artists, crafts-people, and cutting-edge creators demonstrating their
talents in the fields of food, baking, woodcraft, painting, and others. In addition, the town of
Nakashibetsu is full of young people, having the 3rd youngest population per capita among 179 cities
and towns in Hokkaido*. The citizens of Nakashibetsu are proud of their town. They take advantage of
its many fashionable cafes, restaurants, and shops which are on par with the best of those found in
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big cities. Nakashibetsu is a town offering tourists a uniquely Hokkaido atmosphere that has been
preserved by its residents while still being developed by its younger citizens who continue to create
their own Nakashibetsu-style of “cool culture” atmosphere.

*The town has the third youngest population per capita in Hokkaido (as of Jan 1, 2020)
1st: Chitose City: total pop 96,751/65yr+ 22,315/ 23.1%
2nd: Sarufutsu Town: total pop 2,610/65yr+ 645/24.7%
3rd: Nakashibetsu Town: total pop 23,283/65yr+ 6,046/26.0%

(Source: Hokkaido Prefecture website)

1-2. Industries
(1) Main industry: dairy farming
The Nakashibetsu area boasts the 2nd highest volume of milk production in Hokkaido. While the
volume of milk is enormous, most of it is made into processed dairy-foods such as ice cream and
cheese rather than sold as fresh milk, with the locally produced Gouda cheese being one of the most
noteworthy. Most of the dairy farming is large-scale and mechanized. The Nakashibetsu area is one of
those places where the number of cows (43,151 as of Sept 2020, source: National Livestock Breeding
Center), exceeds the number of people (23,000). This concentration of cow population is the 5th
largest in Japan. In April 2014, the local government approved legislation to further promote milk
production, initiating promotions such as handing out small bottles of milk as a “welcome drink” to
passengers arriving at Nakashibetsu Airport. In addition, a farm in Nakashibetsu was the first in Japan
to launch a premium line of milk, called NA2 MILK, which has genetic characteristics that make it
easier for lactose intolerant individuals to digest. (Quite a number of Japanese people are lactose
intolerant.) One of the largest dairy-product manufacturers in Japan, Yukijirushi, has a factory in
Nakashibetsu, which produces Gouda cheese using only milk from Nakashibetsu.
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(2) Secondary Industry: vegetable farming
The Nakashibetsu area also specializes in growing garden vegetables that are common items on
Japanese dining tables. Popular vegetables that are grown include daikon white radishes and
potatoes. Large volumes of sugar beets are grown in Nakashibetsu for commercial use as a
sweetener.

2. Getting there
Nakashibetsu boasts about having its own airport, which is the eastern-most airport in Japan. It is only
a short 10-minute ride by car, taxi, or bus into town, making it one of the most convenient airports in
Japan. The flying distance from Sapporo is 280km, while the traveling distance by train and bus from
Sapporo is around 380 kilometers.

・Flight times to Nemuro Nakashibetsu Airport:
New Chitose Airport (Sapporo): 50 minutes.
Haneda Airport (Tokyo): 1 hour 40 minutes.
・Train/Bus Time:
Sapporo: approx. 7 hours
・Driving Time:
Sapporo: 4 hours 40 minutes
Nemuro Nakashibetsu Airport to Nakashibetsu Town: 10-minute drive
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3.

Geography/Layout of the Land

Nakashibetsu Town is located in the south-eastern part of Hokkaido on the Konsen Plateau, 20
kilometers from the Pacific Ocean.

The town of Nakashibetsu is over 680 sq. kilometers in size and for the most part 50 meters above
sea level, stretching 42 kilometers east to west and 27 kilometers north to south. It is 20 kilometers
from the town of Shibetsu that is located on the Pacific Ocean coast. The name ''shibetsu'' is believed
to have derived from the Ainu-language term ''si-pet'', meaning ''great river'', in reference to the
Shibetsu River that flows through Nakashibetsu. The central area of Nakashibetsu Town is built up
along the flat banks formed by the Shibetsu River.

North of the town lies the Shiretoko Peninsula and the Shiretoko Mountain Range that extends along
the backbone of the peninsula starting from the Pacific Ocean and stretching inland as far as the
Nakashibetsu area. Mount Shibetsu (or Shibetsu-dake), slightly over 1,000 meters high, is one of the
volcanos forming the Shiretoko Mountain Range and is a beautiful sight when viewed from the
observation deck at Kaiyodai, a hill 270 meters high and a 15-minute drive from the town .

4．Climate
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The area has an inland climate, with one of the lowest average snowfall in Hokkaido.
・Average temperature in February (the coldest month) -6.9 °
(Lowest recorded temperature: -26.0℃)
・Average temperature in August (the warmest month) 17.7℃
(Highest recorded temperature: 36.5℃)
・Maximum snow fall (depth): 61cm

5. Town Bursting with Appeal and Welcoming Spirit
While there are many other cities with larger populations in Hokkaido, Nakashibetsu Town is the
commercial center of its region, with enough retail stores, eateries, hospitals, and even its own airport,
to make it a great place to visit and even consider settling down in if you are seeking a slower lifestyle.
Nakashibetsu is a town that is very proactive in promoting an initiative designed to welcome citydwellers to come and live in Nakashibetsu and enjoy country life. The city even has a program for
renting parcels of land to people who want to try growing their own agricultural produce. The
townspeople hope that more people come and live the slow but satisfying and quality lifestyle that
Nakashibetsu offers. Below are a some of the features that make Nakashibetsu a great area to live in
as well as to visit.

(1) Nakashibetsu Town serves as an air transportation hub for eastern Hokkaido, being located only
10 minutes from Nemuro Nakashibetsu Airport that has flights arriving from and departing to Chitose
(Sapporo) and Haneda (Tokyo) airports, 50 and 100 minutes away, respectively.

(2) While the town is not served by train, it has instead the Nakashibetsu Transportation Center (a bus
terminal) that is served by the Akan Bus Company and Nemuro Kotsu Company. In addition, there is a
local municipal bus operated by the city.
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(3) Nakashibetsu is a vibrant center of commerce in the Nemuro area, attracting people from all over
Hokkaido and Japan.
・It is surrounded by numerous tourist spots in all four directions.
・It has ample commercial and medical facilities to cater to current needs.
・It is being developed as the core city in the Nemuro region.
・Local hospitals have capabilities to treat patients in 14 fields of medicine, in addition to providing
medivac helicopters.
・For a town with 23,000 people, it has five supermarkets (including nation-wide brands), along with 18
convenience stores.
・Six hot-springs are located close enough to the town for easy day-trips.

With approximately 180 various kinds of eateries, the town offers a lot of choices for food and drinks.
Among them, nine are listed in the Hokkaido Michelin Guide.

Restaurants in Nakashibetsu has been listed in the Michelin Guide. From upper left: Daiichi, Murakami
Udon, Osteria Felice, and Shiretoko Jingisukan SORA

6. New Creations and Innovations Inspired by the Local
Nakashibetsu Culture
The free atmosphere of Nakashibetsu has advanced collaborations among different industries. Below
are a few interesting places to visit.
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(1) Saeki Farm: A dairy farm with restaurant and art museum
The owner of the farm first opened a restaurant on the farm, in which he displayed woodblock prints of
silos. Deciding that he wanted more people to enjoy the prints, he turned an idle silo into an art
museum, naming it the Arakawa Woodblock Print Art Museum because he started to display works by
a famous artist who specializes in making woodblock prints of cows. As a result, the museum became
popular because of the artist who was famous, and in turn the Saeki Farm became famous because of
the art museum and restaurant. There is a bread stand opened from 8:00AM for early risers who want
to walk on the farm trail. Each item of bread is 200, and since the stand is unattended, people pay by
the honor system.

(2) Heart Flower Charl!e/UB Coffee: Enjoy flowers, outdoor goods, and coffee
This shop is a combination flower, outdoor-goods, and coffee shop. Customers are welcome to
browse the items in the shop and also drink freshly brewed coffee at their leisure. Visitors to the area
can enjoy sitting around the large, round, wooden table surrounding a central fireplace, enjoying their
coffee; talking to family members, friends, and local residents; getting to know the area; sharing
stories; and making new friends.

(3) Tomioka Cleaners: eco-friendly laundry detergent inspired by Nakashibetsu’s spirit to protect
nature
Tomioka Cleaners, which has been in business for over 65 years, developed a laundry detergent that
has become famous throughout Japan. It has such a good reputation, that it is sold on major online
shopping sites and is the subject of blogs. This home-grown detergent developed in Nakashibetsu
doesn't leave any extra or unnecessary substances on natural fibers such as cotton, thus preventing
damage to them and preserving their characteristic look and feel. In addition, damage to fabrics is
minimized due to minimum use of fragrances and whiteners.
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Top: La Laterie, bottom: Tomioka Cleaners

7. Things to See and Do and Eat
(1) Yume no Mori (Dream Forest Park)
Yume no mori is a public park in Nakashibetsu, located right next to the Nakashibetsu Airport, in a
beautiful natural setting. Since the temperature averages 7 degrees Celsius, this area has the coldest
average temperature in all of Hokkaido. The park is divided into three ''zones'': the Center Zone, Lightsports Zone (golf and grassy area for soccer games, etc.), and ''Wing Zone'' that is connected to the
Nakashibetsu Airport and located on the former runway of the airport.

The park is open from May to November between 6AM and 7PM, and from December to April
between 8AM and 6PM. The all-season visitor center, which is open from 9AM to 5PM, resembles a
huge silver egg or a blimp. In the event area during the summer, open-air concerts are held and
visitors can play basketball. Visitors can ride sleds in winter. Depending on the season, visitors can
rent items such as balls (soccer balls, dodge balls, basket balls, volley balls), BBQ equipment, crosscountry ski equipment, sleds, golf clubs, and bicycles.

(2) Hokushin: Innovative Furniture, Interior Furnishings, and More
Hokushin is called a ''furniture store'', but it offers so many more items than just furniture. It's a
treasure trove of household items all tightly laid out on the floor and hung on the walls. It's a great
place to pass some time and even purchase something new to add to your home. Some examples of
items for sale include fashionable wooden objects and pieces of art, as well as lamps, interior lighting,
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curtains, carpets and office equipment. Some of the items are antiques while some are imported from
Asia, and some are interesting kitchen gadgets. In addition, a large selection of houseplants and
gardening goods are offered for sale.

(3) Nakashibetsu Local History Museum (Main Building)
Opened in July 1971, this museum displays exhibits of the local history, industry, and natural science.
The museum possesses approximately 1,500 items, such as archeological artifacts; materials from
Nakashibetsu's first stage of development; and material showing the early lifestyle and industries.

(4)Nakashibetsu Local History Museum (Midori ga Oka Annex)
This building was originally built as the Hokkaido Agriculture Examination Building & Nemuro
Exhibition Hall in 1928. When it closed, it was restored in 1983 as the Nakashibetsu Local History
Museum (Midori ga Oka Annex). In 2009, the building was registered as a national tangible cultural
property. Reference material and artifacts related mostly to agriculture are on display here.

(5)Mutsu Farm: Experience horseback riding in the great outdoors of Hokkaido
Mutsu Farm was established in 1971 in Nakashibetsu. It is surrounded by large forests and sprawling
farmland, where its horses can roam contently in this natural setting. Raising horses this way is the
“Mutsu Farm way”, which, according to the owners, is the only way to raise horses. All of the horses
available for riding were born and raised right on the Mutsu Farm. These horses are tame and gentle.
They have come to trust people and are used to human companionship. Because of the care given to
raise such gentle horses, anyone who wants to ride a horse can do so without feeling afraid. Horse
riders can be anyone of any age who wants to ride, including children and seniors. The farm offers
horse-riding courses for people at every level of horseback-riding experience, from absolute firsttimers to experienced equestrians. Before anyone starts horseback riding, the Mutsu Farm staff starts
with an introduction so that both riders and horses can get used to each other. After beginners feel
comfortable riding in the farm premises, they then go to the nearby fields and woods. Visitors should
note that the actual riding time is considerably shorter than the stated time for each course. This is to
allow enough time to saddle the horses, develop a rapport with the horses, and then after the ride, to
put away gear and clean up. There are a variety of courses all year around for all levels of ridership,
enabling visitors to enjoy the flowers and greenery of spring and summer, the fall foliage in the
autumn, and snow-covered fields in winter.
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All riders must steer their own horses by themselves independently. The staff does not lead the horses
by hand and the option of ''riding by being led'' is not offered in any of the courses.

(6) La Laterie: Making Home-made Products from Nakashibetsu’s Local Milk
Since opening in 1992, La Laterie has been making home-made dairy products and sweets with
Nakashibetsu’s own locally produced milk. It first produced an all-natural yoghurt drink and ice cream
without additives, which quickly became hit products not only in Nakashibetsu but also elsewhere too.
Its Italian-style gelato flavors have become extremely popular.

(7) Porte de Bonheur: Dreaming of Cake
This quaint bakery makes a huge assortment of all-homemade pastries, cream puffs, tarts, individual
cakes, decoration cakes, roll cakes, cookies, puddings, and cakes using fruits in season. The
showcase, racks, tables, and stands are loaded with all sorts of goodies. Choosing which ones you
want is difficult when surrounded by so many delicious-looking and tempting sweets. What makes this
shop's cakes and everything standout is the special-order cream that can only be bought in
Nakashibetsu, but of course. Many baked goods come in pre-packaged boxes, which make wonderful
gifts.

(8)Murakami Udon: offering a western variation of udon noodles
Murakami Udon (noodle shop) is one of them, located in the town center of Nakashibetsu, which is 10
minutes by car from Nemuro Nakashibetsu Airport. The owner-chef, Murakami Yuya, opened the shop
in 2015, aspiring to further broaden udon culture and make udon a part of the lives of Nakashibetsu's
residents. This place is very popular and tasty too, serving traditional udon and some with nontraditional tastes such as carbonara. The shop's bright interior is modern Japanese. With white as the
underlying color, the shop incorporates natural wood elements as decorative accents. Guest feel
welcome any time, whether they come alone or with friends and family. The menu consists mainly of
udon dishes, of course, such as plain udon, beef udon, curry udon, deep-fried tofu udon, vegetable
udon, and tempura-topped udon. One of the more interesting types of tempura is the Takeshita Farm
mozzarella cheese tempura. And the most creative udon dish served, which has become the shop's
signature dish, is the ''carbonara udon'' that is topped with grated Gouda cheese made in
Nakashibetsu. When the carbonara arrives at your table, the shop staff won't stop grating the Gouda
until you say ''stop''.
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(9) Two Local “Milky” Specialties of Nakashibetsu
・Nakashibetsu milky curry:
Each individual serving of curry contains 100 milliliters of local, Nakashibetsu milk. Due to the high
milk content, the curry is essentially a “white curry” that looks more like a cream stew. Shops in town
adhere to the same “milky curry” standards set by the Nakashibetsu Restaurant Union in 2009, in
order to ensure that the taste of Nakashibetsu Milky Curry remains consistent no matter where it is
served.

・Nakashibetsu milky ramen:
This ramen that contains 100 milliliters of milk per serving is officially named “Nakashibetsu Milky
Ramen”. Of course, only milk produced in Nakashibetsu is used. Unlike the rules for Nakashibetsu
Milky Curry, the shop owners serving milky ramen are free to create their own unique tastes, as long
as they add 100 milliliters of milk per serving.

For more articles on the Nemuro and Shiretoko (Rausu) area, please click here:
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/en/area/010
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（D：標津町）サケとの共生の歴史-標津町

Shibetsu Town: Long and Close Connection with Salmon
2021-01-14

1.

Overview of Shibetsu Town

(1) Introduction:
Shibetsu Town (Shibetsucho in Japanese) has a population of 5,140 people. As far as its location is
concerned, it is about midway between Hokkaido's northern most and southern most points when
looking at a map of Hokkaido. Northeast of Shibetsu lies the mountain range forming the Shiretoko
Peninsula, a peninsula that is a UNESCO Natural World Heritage Site and which juts into the Sea of
Okhotsk. Traveling north from Shibetsu along the east coast, you will reach the town of Rausu. It is
located at the base of the peninsula, on the east side, and serves as one of the two gateways to the
peninsula. The other gateway to the peninsula is the town of Shari. It is northwest of Shibetsu on the
Shiretoko Peninsula’s west side.

The name ''Shibetsu'' is said to have derived from the Ainu word ''si-pet'', which means ''big river'', or
another theory is that the name came from ''sipe-ot'' (many salmon). In the mid-1800s, the two kanji
characters used to transcribe the name into Japanese were chosen (標津).

The weather of Shibetsu varies by the mountainous areas and the flat sea-side land. The flat areas
have cool summers, cold winters (not too cold). There are a lot of foggy days from spring to summer,
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when the temperature tends to be cool and humid, especially in the plains along the sea. The average
annual temperature is a cool 6°C, and the average temperature for the five months between May to
September is 15°C. Snow begins to fall in December and the winter season’s final snowfall usually
comes in early April. Although the mountains have heavy snowfall, the flatlands are spared the burden
and enjoy more pleasant days. Shibetsu, like the rest of Hokkaido, normally does not have a rainy
season that starts in the other Japanese islands in early summer and lasts for about three or four
weeks.

(2) Industry:
Marine-based Industry:Shibetsu has a thriving marine-based industry. Fishing, especially salmon
fishing, has been conducted in this area since ancient times, more than 10,000 years ago. Shibetsu
boasts one of the largest catches of autumn salmon in Japan. The annual catch of salmon is about
4,114 tons, or about 1.3 million fish. Salmon is so abundant and have become such a vital food source
for the townspeople, that once a year the Shibetsu Fisheries Cooperative Association gives one
salmon free of charge to Shibetsu's residents. Following salmon, scallops are the second most

harvested seafood.

Land-based Industry
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While Shibetsu's land-based industry is agriculture-based, the majority is dairy and livestock farming,
which is similar to that of its neighboring towns Nakashibetsu and Betsukai. Collectively these towns
form a huge dairy-farming area. Nevertheless, while dairy and livestock farming account for the bulk of
Shibetsu’s agricultural industry, crop farming also is conducted to some degree, with radish a major
crop. In addition, forestry also is another industrial sector, which makes use of the abundant forests
that cover about 70% of the town's roughly 630 square kilometers.

(3) Everybody Can Enjoy Hokkaido’s Salmon, Seafood, and Other Bounties:
・ In September, the Shibetsu Fisheries Cooperative Association gives a whole salmon to all
residents.
・ Once in August and once in December, the Shibetsu Fisheries Cooperative Association gives all
residents two kilograms of scallops (roughly 12-14 scallops)
・ In December, the Shibetsu Agricultural Cooperative (JA-Shibetsu) give all residents two cartons of
butter.
・ In the fall, the Fisheries Cooperative Association provides “ikuradon” (salmon-roe on a bed of rice)
as a school lunch to all students.

2. Getting there
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No railway line serves Shibetsu, so as a result, planes and cars (buses and taxis) are the only mode of
transportation to travel in and out of the town. The closest airport to the town is Nemuro Nakashibetsu
Airport that is 20 kilometers away to the west/southwest. From there it takes about 20 minutes by car,
bus, or taxi to reach Shibetsu. The following shows approximate travel times to/from Shibetsu Town.

By air:
Tokyo (Haneda Airport) to Nemuro Nakashibetsu Airport: 100 minutes
Sapporo (Shin-chitose Airport) to Nemuro Nakashibetsu Airport: 50 minutes

By Ground Transportation:
Nakashibetsu – Shibetsu: 20 minutes
Kushiro – Shibetsu: 120 minutes
Nemuro – Shibetsu: 95 minutes
Abashiri- Shibetsu: 120 minutes

3.

Geography/Layout of the Land

The town’s area is 624.68 square kilometers, which is roughly the size of the 23 wards of Tokyo.
Around 430 square kilometers of the town, or nearly 70%, is covered by forests. When wilderness
areas are included, the percentage increases to 74.3%. Farmland makes up 19.5% of the land area
and ranchland accounts for 5.0%. Only 0.6% of the land is residential and another 0.6% is mixed-use
land.

Shibetsu Town is in the middle of the Nemuro Sub-prefecture, separated from Rausu Town in the
north by the Uebetsu River and from Shari Town by the Shiretoko Mountain Range. Bordering the
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town are Nakashibetsu Town 20 kilometers to the southwest and Betsukai Town more directly south
about 40 kilometers away. The western half of Shibetsu Town lies on the Konsen Plateau, which is a
mountainous plateau that starts in the Shiretoko Mountain Range and extends through the town. The
eastern coastal area is flat land among which small and medium-sized rivers such as the Shibetsu and
Churui rivers flow. The eastern border is the Nemuro Strait, from where you can see Kunashiri Island,
the southernmost island of the Kuril Islands, just 24 kilometers across the strait.

4.

History of Salmon and the People of Shibetsu

Shibetsucho is a town located near the foot of the Shiretoko Peninsula. It has prospered, thanks to its
main industry fishing, even being nicknamed “salmon town” because its fishing boats haul in some of
the largest catches of autumn salmon in Japan.

Shibetsucho is a place where many people in ancient times came to fish for salmon. In Shibetsucho,
roughly 4,400 pit dwellings that were built starting in the Jomon era about 10,000 years ago, and up
through the Satsumon era (7th – 12th centuries), have been discovered, mainly along river beds.
These are collectively called the Shibetsucho Pit Dwellings, which is the largest number of such pit
dwellings in one place in the Japan. Especially remarkable is the large number of salmon bones
discovered there, which is unrivaled compared to other pit-dwelling sites discovered in Japan. These
pit dwellings are evidence that people have been living together with salmon in Shibetsu starting from
roughly 10,000 years ago.

5.

Salmon
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(1) Pacific Salmon in Shibetsu Town
There are six specioes of salmon that live in the Pacific Ocean. They are categorized under one group
called ''Pacific salmon''. Even though there are six types, there are many more names than types of
fish. As a result it is hard to distinguish one from another and easy to become confused as to which
one is which. While all six species live near Japan, the three most commonly found swimming in
Japanese waters are the chum salmon (known with various names as sake, akisake or autumn
salmon, shirozake, syake, etc.); the pink salmon (also called the humpback salmon, etc.); and the
cherry salmon (also called masu salmon, cherry hybrid-salmon, etc.). These three types of salmon are
covered below in this article since they are the ones caught the most around Shibetsu.

1. Chum salmon (''sake,'' Oncorhynchus keta) is one name widely used for this species, while ''white
salmon'' may also be familiar. The name ''chum'' is derived from the Chinook language ''tzum'',
meaning ''spotted'' or ''marked''. Since these salmon are caught in the autumn in Shibetsu, they are
called ''akisake'' (autumn salmon) not only by residents of Shibetsu but also by residents of Hokkaido
in general. These salmon range in size from 60cm - 75cm. The chum salmon’s body shape, in terms
of length, height, and width, has a more pronounced “height” compared to other species.

2. Pink salmon (''karafutomasu,'' Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) is another species of salmon. Pink salmon
average 2.2 kilograms in weight, and 50cm – 60cm in length. It is the most abundant of the Pacific
salmon. During their spawning period, males develop a very noticeable hump on their back, and this is
why they are also called ''humpback salmon''.
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3. Cherry salmon (''sakuramasu,'' Oncorhynchus masou) is a species of salmon found in the northern
part of the Pacific Ocean around Kamchatka, the Kuril Islands, Sakhalin, and south through Korea,
and Japan. Adult cherry salmon weigh 2.0 to 2.5 kilograms and measure roughly 50 cm in length.
(2) What kind of fish is salmon?

Chum salmon are anadromous. This means that they hatch in fresh water and then spend a few
months to a few years (depending on the species) before migrating to the ocean (salt water).
According to folklore, salmon, in order to spawn, return to the exact spot where they were hatched.
Actually, studies have shown this to be true for the most part. However, some returning salmon get
lost and end up spawning in a freshwater river that is not the location where they were hatched.
Studies have found that certain species compared to others have a greater tendency to go astray. The
homing behavior of salmon is believed to depend on their olfactory memory.
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(3) Salmon Life Cycle and Habits
Once chum salmon are born and migrate out to the ocean, they spend from about three to five years
traveling very long distances. The spawning period of salmon varies by species. Some salmon spawn
late, from November to January, while others, especially those in Japan, spawn early, between
September and December. After they have returned to fresh water and spawned, they usually live for
only two weeks more. When spawning they tend to utilize shallow rivers and tributaries and build
''nests'' in the bottom of the river. The nests are really nothing more than slight depressions the fish
make in the gravel. Females lay up to 3,000 eggs, on which the males deposit milt. After that, the
female covers the eggs with gravel, and the act of spawning ends and the eggs are left to hatch on

their own.
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(4) Salmon food culture in Japan and Hokkaido
Izushi
Izushi is a type of fermented sushi eaten in Hokkaido and the Tohoku region in northern Japan. The
fish in izushi can be slices of raw salmon, herring, pacific saury, etc. The fish is coupled with rice that
has been mixed with yeast. Then the fish/rice sushi is topped with vegetables such as cabbage, carrot,
ginger, cucumber, etc. before being sprinkled with sake. The sushi pieces are finally wrapped in a
bamboo leaf, pressed under a heavy stone, and left to ferment. Izushi is ready when the rice has
melted away, leaving the fermented fish with a pickled taste.

Chan-chan-yaki
This is one of the favorite, local dishes enjoyed by many people in Hokkaido, especially by people
living in fishing towns like Shibetsu. It makes use of freshly caught salmon fillets that are pan-fried with
vegetables and seasoned with a mixture of Japanese condiments such as miso and mirin, butter,
sugar, and salt (and ginger and/or garlic according to taste). Vegetables can include carrots, bell
peppers, cabbage, potatoes, corn, various kinds of mushrooms, onions, and so on, as desired. Chanchan-yaki when eaten with steamed rice makes a complete meal.

(5) Ways Salmon is Preserved
Saketoba (Salmon Jerky):
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A type of salmon jerky, called saketoba, is made in Japan. Basically, all you need is filleted salmon cut
into thin strips, and salt. You can either air dry the thin strips and eat them when they are thoroughly
dried and hardened in a few days’ time, or you can air dry them and then grill them on a rack in your
oven before eating. Either way, you will create a healthy snack that goes well especially with Japanese
sake and beer.

Salted Salmon
The process of making salted salmon is very simple: sprinkle salt all over the filleted salmon and rub it
in. Just marinate the salmon fillets, adjusting the salt according to your preference. For light-salt, use
3% of the fillet weight; for medium-salt, use 5%; for dry, use 10%. The light and medium salted salmon
can be grilled and eaten with rice, and the dry salmon is perfect as a filling for rice balls.

Salmon ''Yamazuke''
The traditional way to make salmon yamazuke (literally piled marinade) is to stack up salmon and salt
in several layers, piling them together on top of each other, and then weigh them down to remove all
the excess water and properly age them. The fish are re-arranged during this process. By doing this,
the taste of the salmon becomes more intense compared to just letting the salmon cure on their own
or marinating them in brine. Then, they area de-salted in water, and dried in the cold winter air for a
few days. Salmon yamazuke was developed long ago as a way to preserve fish before refrigeration
was invented. This time-tested, old-fashioned method not only preserves fish but also creates a more
flavorful salmon when it is cooked. Commercially packaged boxes of salmon yamazuke are very
popular Hokkaido souvenirs to give as gifts to relatives and friends

.
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6.

Japan Heritage

(1) Shibetsu Area’s Local Story ''A Heritage of Salmon'' Designated as a Japan Heritage
The people living in four towns under the jurisdiction of Nemuro, namely Nemuro itself and also
Shibetsu, Betsukai, and Rausu, have shared a common heritage in salmon, a fish that has been a
pillar of their lives and livelihoods for generations. On June 19, 2020, their story on the heritage of
salmon was accepted by the Japan Heritage Review Board for designation as a Japan Heritage. Their
designation is categorized as a ''collective heritage'' since the heritage of salmon is common to all four
of these towns and not just one.

(2) About Japan Heritages:
The Agency for Cultural Affairs gives recognition to various stories considered to be worthy enough to
be called Japan Heritages. The Agency for Cultural Affairs promotes these local stories so that their
cultural legacy and historical significance can be preserved, maintained, and ultimately continue to be
passed on to future generations.

Stories accepted for designation as Japan Heritages must satisfy the three criteria below established
by the Agency for Cultural Affairs
1. Historically unique traditions or customs that have been passed on for generations.
2. A clear theme that supports the area’s appeal and which is represented in the core of the narrative.
This can include cultural properties such as structures, archaeological sites, sightseeing spots, and
local festivals.
3. Inclusion of a narrative, rather than simply a summary of regional history and a description of local
cultural properties.
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7. Things to See and Do
The Shibetsu Salmon Museum:
Even though the name says “museum”, this visitor facility is actually an aquarium dedicated especially
to the science and exhibition of salmon. In the museum over 30 types of salmon found around the
world are on display. It is the largest museum/aquarium of its kind in Japan. In the fall, visitors who
come to the museum can see salmon swimming upstream in the fish ladder built in the fish tank.

As an aquarium, the Salmon Science Museum displays not only salmon but also other various kinds of
fish as well, such as sturgeon, which in particular are popular with visitors. That is because visitors can
not only touch them but also even let the sturgeon suck their fingers too.
http://s-salmon.com/

Pogawa Ruins River Park:
This park is proud of its ancient ruins that date back 10,000 years ago and serve as proof that humans
have continued to live in the area since ancient times. In addition, the natural environment has
remained an integral part of the area and has been preserved to enable visitors to get a feel for and
sense of what Hokkaido was like long before it was developed. Two designated national assets can be
visited in the park. One is the Ichanikarikariusu Ruins, which are pit dwellings from the Satsumon
Culture that was from the 7th to 12th centuries. The other is the Shibetsu Wetland. Besides visiting
these two sites, visitors can go to the visitor center and learn about Shibetsu’s nature, history, and
culture. AIso worth visiting is the Historical Village, where visitors can see old buildings that have been
restored, and which date from Hokkaido’s past, when the area was first starting to be
developed.Flowing through the park is the Pogawa (Po River), which has been designated a natural
national asset. To preserve the pristine state of the water, visitors are strictly prohibited from entering
into the river. However, it is possible for visitors to enjoy the water and surrounding natural scenery by
taking a canoe ride on the river, which is highly recommended.
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Canoe Ride:
・Duration: 1.5 to 2 hours
・Season: Usually June through October. (Since operating dates vary by year, please contact the
telephone number below in advance.)
・Cost: 4,800, including fee for guide, insurance, and park entrance (The park can be visited at the end
of the ride without any additional fee.)
・Reservations: No later than 2 days in advance
・Reservation Tel: 0153-82-2131 Shibetsu Ecotourism Association (Weekdays only)
・Gathering point: Pogawa Ruins Park Visitor Center

For more articles on the Nemuro and Shiretoko (Rausu) area, please click here:
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/en/area/010
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（E：別海町）
豊富な自然に恵まれた牧歌的な町-別海町・野付半島

Betsukaicho and Notsuke Peninsula: A Pastoral Town Enjoying the
Bounties of Nature
2021-01-14

1.

Overview of Betsukai Town

Betsukai Town (Betsukaicho in Japanese) is located in the far eastern part of Hokkaido in the center of
the Nemuro region. The town’s eastern boundary is the Sea of Okhotsk. It is 61 kilometers east to
west and 44 kilometers north to south. With a land area of 1,320 square kilometers, Betsukai Town is
the third largest township in Hokkaido in terms of size, following the largest, Ashoro, in the the Tokachi
area (1,408 square kilometers); and the second largest, Engaru, in the Okhotsk subprefecture of
Hokkaido (1,332 square kilometers).

The most recent estimate of the town’s population is 14,821 as of 2020. The population peaked at
21,878 in 1960 and has continued to gradually decline since then to its current number. As a note of
interest, there are seven times more cows than people living within the town’s area.
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The name ''Betsukai'' is said to be derived from the Ainu word ''pet-kai-e'' meaning “bends in the river”,
with the “river” referring to the Nishibetsu River that flows within the town and the “bends” referring to
the many bends near the river's mouth. In addition, when the Ainu “'pet-kai-e” was transformed into the
Japanese language, the town ended up with two names, “Betsukai” and “Bekkai”, which are both
spelled and pronounced differently. Naturally, this created confusion, especially among visitors. When
Betsukai Village became Betsukai Town in 1971, the city adopted ''Betsukai'' as the official spelling, so
that nowadays, this is the only name that should be used in documents, printed materials, road signs,
etc. Nevertheless, even after 50 years, the name “Bekkai” is still seen in some places.

２．Industries
Betsukaicho thrives primarily on agricultural and fishing, in particular on the numerous dairy farms that
produce the largest volume of milk among all townships in Japan. In addition, with the eastern
boundary facing the Sea of Okhotsk (Nemuro Bay), fishing is and has been a major industry for the
townspeople living along the coast.

Dairy Farming: Boasting the largest volume of milk production in Japan, Betsukaicho’s dairy farms are
large-scale, efficient, mechanized, commercial operations as well as interesting, informative, and
charming tourists destinations in their own right, becoming one of the “truly Hokkaido” experiences for
visitors.

Sea Fishing: Betsukaicho's fishing industry relies not only on large hauls of fall salmon but also sea
urchin and hokkai shrimp, whose nickname is “ruby of the sea” because they turn a brilliant red when
cooked. In addition, scallops make up a major part of the fishing industry. One local specialty is the
famous “scallop burger” served in many of the eating establishments operating in the area.
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Fish and Seafood Farming: People in the fishing industry in Betsukai Town started farming salmon
and scallops years ago. This allows them to ensure a consistent and sustained volume of fish and
seafood based on shifting from the concept of “fishing to catch” to that of “fishing to grow”. Scallops
and salmon account for more than 80% of the total catch from seafood farming. In addition to farming
salmon and scallops, sea urchin are being bred at the sea urchin seedling center, which opened in
1996; and the herring seedling production center has been in operation since 2000, striving to
maintain and increase seafood resources.

3. Getting there
Bestukaicho is located 390 kilometers east from Hokkaido’s largest city Sapporo. Two cities closer to
the town are Nemuro (74 kilometers to the east) and Kushiro (115 kilometers to the south), which also
are worth visiting. The most popular tourist destination in the area is the Notsuke Peninsula that juts
directly from Betsukai Town’s east coast into the Sea of Okhotsk.

Travel Times by Air
Haneda Airport (Tokyo)
About 1 hour 45 minutes to Memanbetsu Airport
About 1 hour 35 minutes to Tancho Kushiro Airport
About 1 hour 40 minutes to Nemuro Nakashibetsu Airport
About 1 hour 35 minutes from Haneda Airport to New Chitose Airport (Sapporo)

Kansai Airport (Osaka)
About 2 hour 10 minutes from Kansai Airport to New Chitose Airport (Sapporo)
About 2 hours from Kansai Airport to Kushiro

New Chitose Airport (Sapporo)
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About 50 minutes to Nakashibetsu Airport

Ground TransportationFrom Nemuro Nakashibetsu Airport: the closest airport to the town, it takes
about slightly more than 30 minutes by car.
From Memanbetsu Airport: just over 2 hours by car
From Tancho Kushiro Airport: 1.5 hours to just over 2 hours by car
From Kushiro: (115 kilometers): 1.5 hours by car

4. History
Similar to other towns in Hokkaido, Betsukai Town grew as a result of the Development Commission
established by the national government in 1869, which promoted migration from other areas of Japan
to Hokkaido. This is the period of time during which the central government set a policy to open
Hokkaido to immigration, under the aim of developing agricultural areas and transforming Hokkaido’s
rural areas. Although the commission finished its role and was abolished in 1882, the greatest influx of
immigrants from areas in Japan located south of Hokkaido was mostly from the 1890s to the 1920s.

When referring to Betsukaicho’s history in particular, the town was developed in the early stages of
Hokkaido’s opening to immigration. The town grew first mainly along the east coast because fishing
was the town’s original, major industry. From the 1900s the town’s growth shifted from the coastal
area to the inland area when agricultural farming started to become the core industry. Then, from 1933
and onward, dairy farming became the next major industry to develop in the area, and is the industry
for which Betsukai is best known to this day.

Even though the railroads contributed considerably to the growth of Betsukai Town during Hokkaido’s
“Period of Development”, railway service ended in the town quite early, in 1989, due to less and less
ridership that exacerbated the deteriorating business results. Train service in Betsukai Town was
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eventually replaced by more efficient and cost-saving bus services by two local companies, Akan Bus
and Nemuro Kotsu.

5.

Geography/Layout of the Land

Most of the vast town area consists of gently, rolling hills that cover a majority of the 1,300 square
kilometers forming Betsukai Town. These idyllic hills have proven to be fertile pasturelands ideally
suited to dairy farming. As a result, it's no wonder that dairy farming has become a major industry in
Betsukaicho, which is proud to claim title as the township producing the largest volume of milk in
Japan.

6．Climate
Due to the geographical location of Betsukaicho, its inland area has a typical continental climate while
the coastal area has a typical oceanic climate. The average annual temperature is a cool
6.57°Celcius. The average annual precipitation is 1,000 milliliters. Surprisingly, considering the image
that people have of Hokkaido’s winters, the highest snowfall on record was just 1 meter. The two
coldest months are January and February, averaging -6.4°C and -5.6°C, respectively. February
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recorded the coldest temperature on record, -21.4C, while January's record cold temperature was 20.4°C. The two hottest months during the year, July and August, both recorded their highest
temperatures, which were just over 29°C.

7. Overview of the Notsuke Peninsula
The Notsuke Peninsula is located in the eastern coast of Betsukai Town, with a 26-kilometer shoreline
that stretches out into the sea between the Kunarshiri Island and Nemuro Strait (a section of the
Notsuke Peninsula extends into Shibetsu Town). The peninsula was formed by sand deposited by the
southbound current about 3,000 years ago, creating a long sandbar and a shallow bay. The Notsuke
Peninsula and Notsuke Bay are together registered as a Ramsar Site. The peninsula showcases a
diversity of nature such as forests, beaches, wetlands, and marshlands. Some of the areas are known
collectively, such as Todowara and Narawara. The Notsuke Bay is around 4 meters in depth, and
hosts a rich growth of eelgrass (amamo) -- which attracts aquatic life such as hokkai shrimp, as well
as birds.

There are two ways for sightseeing around the Notsuke Peninsula: on land, and on a boat cruise. You
can drive all the way up to the Notsuke Peninsula Nature Center, where you will be able to stop and
see the vegetation along the way. You can also take the Notsuke Boat Cruise leaving from Odaito
Port, which takes you to the Todowara Floating Pier. However, it should be noted that the cruise
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operates during the warm seasons.

Todowara
In the past, the Todowara area was covered with virgin forests of Sakhalin fir, ezo (yezo) spruce, alder,
and oak. However, the land began shrinking and as a result, the nearby seawater gradually began to
encroach the forest. After many years all the trees started to rot and decompose, and what is left now
is a desolate, barren land with decayed trees. They are sad reminders of their once beautiful selves
that used to flourish here. Unfortunately, the encroachment by the sea continues non-stop and the
constant erosion of the land and decay of the trees is ongoing to this day. It’s predicted that even the
sad state of the decayed forest visible to us today might not be able to withstand the encroaching sea,
and the scene that we see today might sink below the sea’s surface and disappear from sight.

Narawara
Narawara is basically similar to Todowara, a flatland whose trees are being encroached by seawater.
However, strolling in the area is not permitted. However, there are a few sections along the road where
visitors can stop to get a good view of the Narawara flatland. Plant life there includes Mongolian oak,
bamboo birch, mountain ash, and shantung maple.

Wild flowers
Around June, an abundance of wild flowers such as rugosa roses, Kamchatka lilies, and Japanese
water irises bloom in the Ryujinsaki region, mainly around the area of the Notsukesaki Lighthouse.
Since the nesting ground of the Japanese red-crested crane is in marshlands within this wild-flower
area, you might be able to spot some of them in the fall, when they are busy building their nests.

Wild Birds
This area is without a doubt a paradise for bird watchers. Based on statistics, 260 types of birds, or
roughly 40% of all wild birds known to exist in Japan, can be seen here. At the height of the seasonal
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migration, approximately 60 thousand birds flock into the area. An important point that makes this area
so special is that many birds designated as valuable natural assets can be spotted here. Some of the
birds that can be seen here include the white-tailed eagle, Japanese red-crested crane, and Steller’s
sea eagle. And, there is another advantage that this area offers to birdwatchers, which is, in spite of its
bitterly cold winters, this area is open for birdwatching throughout the entire year.

The swan has been designated as the town’s bird. Swans, which spend the summer months in
eastern Siberia, fly south to Betsukai to spend their winters, starting from the beginning of October.
However, in late December, when the area’s lakes freeze completely, the swans migrate to Notsuke
Bay in search of a safe place to live from early January to mid-March.
Land Animals

Ezo Red Fox:
The ezo red fox's habitat is limited to Hokkaido, Sakhalin, the Kuril Islands, and some of the other
surrounding islands of Japan. In Hokkaido, they can be spotted in marshes and in areas of higher
elevations, and around Notsuke Peninsula as well. The Ezo red fox, whose body measures about
100cm in length, is slightly larger in size than the general ''red fox'' that lives in areas south of
Hokkaido in Japan, such as in Honshu, Shikoku and Kyushu. These ezo red foxes have red-brown fur,
and parts of their ears and paws are black. Their diet consists of rodents, rabbits, and insects, as well
as fruits and nuts during the autumn. These foxes are known to have a parasite, which is like a tape
worm, and which has been known to infect humans. So, for that and other reasons, visitors must
never attempt to touch or even go near these wild and dangerous animals. In addition, the feeding of
food to foxes has become a major problem these days, as it encourages foxes to become bold
enough to go searching for food in towns. So, feeding these foxes food either directly by hand or by
throwing it to or leaving it for the foxes is strictly prohibited.

Spotted seal:
The spotted seal is a ''true seal'' or ''earless seal'', meaning it has no protruding ear lobes. It is called
the spotted seal because of its dark spots that cover its entire body against a background of silver to
gray colored fur. Baby seals, or ''pups'', are born pure white from late March through May in the Sea of
Okhotsk. They eventually develop their namesake spots after molting, which for spotted seals in Japan
is only 2-3 weeks after being born. Spotted seals live on ice floes and in waters of the north Pacific
Ocean, including the Okhotsk Sea in Japan. There is a large population of about 100,000 spotted
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seals living between the Sea of Japan and the Sea of Okhotsk. You may see them lying around the
shallow waters of the Notsuke Bay when you go on a cruise.

Mature spotted seals, which can live up to 35 years, generally weigh from 80 to 110 kilograms and are
1.5 to 2.0 meters in length. Spotted seals live off of prey they catch in the ocean, such as fish like
pollock, herring, and cod. In addition, young spotted seals eat mollusks and crustaceans too, but as
they mature into older seals, they mainly eat only fish.

Wise Use according to the Ramsar Convention
Fishing for hokkai shrimp on broadside fishing sailboat (''utase bune'' in Japanese) is an example of
Wise Use. The boat can sail in the shallow waters of the Notsuke Bay without damaging the eelgrass
growth, and scaring away the shrimps. For conservation, fishing is permitted only in the spring and
autumn.

Upper right to bottom left: Todowara, narawara, Japanese iris (Iris ensata), swans, ezo red fox,
spotted seals
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8. Things to See and Do
Notsuke Bay Cruise
Riding an excursion boat on Notsuke Bay and taking in the views of the Notsuke Peninsula is an
enjoyable way to tour the area. Visitors can choose from among three cruise routes: the Todowara,
Arahamawando, and open-sea routes. The boats run from the middle of May through the end of
October. The most popular route is the one going to Todowara, which has become the main tourist
destination for sightseeing in the area. Todowara is a desolate area covered now by dead forest
because the sea water, which encroached the land, caused the once-beautiful stands of trees to die
and decay. Another popular course is the one going to Arahamawando, which is famous for clamming
during the clamming season. By reservation, it is possible to go on an open-sea cruise where you can
view the Notsuke Peninsula and Kunashiri Island from the Nemuro Strait. In addition, visitors can ride
in the bay on a flat-bottom, wooden boat. And in the summer, the Akan Bus Company offers bus tours
to Todowara from the middle of July to the middle of August. Plus, there are tours for seal watching
too.

Ice Horizon Walk
This area affords you an opportunity to experience an extraordinary phenomenon of Mother Nature
called an “ice horizon”. In other words, instead of the usual horizon being formed by the fluid sea, the
horizon here is formed by the solidly frozen sea that extends from end to end before your eyes.
Walking in this frozen world is an extremely popular activity among winter-season visitors.

Scallop (Hotate) Burger
Betsukai Town is also famous for their scallops (hotate). Local restaurants have teamed up to create a
dish called the “hotate burger” that follows the rules below: scallops deep-fried as spring rolls are
placed on square buns made from flour milled from Hokkaido-grown wheat. They are served with
three types of sauces; along with a side of local milk poured into a 500ml beer mug.

Notsuke Peninsula Nature Center
Located on the Peninsula, this facility provides information on the nature and history of the Notsuke
Peninsula. There is a gift shop, and you can also enjoy a light meal.
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Upper right to bottom left: Notsuke Bay Cruise, Ice Horizon Walk, Scallop Burger, Notsuke Peninsula
Nature Center

For more articles on the Nemuro and Shiretoko (Rausu) area, please click here:
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/en/area/010
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○ドライブルート （女満別空港ルート）

Nemuro Road Trip: Memanbetsu Airport Route
2020-12-22

Lakes! Volcanoes! Hot springs! Mountains! Prairies! Oceans! Wild lives! A wild route to feel the earth
and history!

On this route, which starts from Memanbetsu Airport, you will first see Lake Kussharo, Japan's largest
caldera lake, then drive through Bihoro Pass, where you can enjoy the spectacular view of the lake,
and also make a stop at Mt. Io, an active volcano. With this route you can feel Earth's heartbeat. Drive
further east to Kaiyodai Hill in Nakashibetsu Town, a 360-degree panoramic view unfolds, allowing you
to feel the size of Hokkaido and the roundness of the earth. There is also an opportunity to closely see
the landscape of dairy farming, the important industry in Hokkaido, to eat its bounty and interact with
the animals to deepen your understanding.
In the towns of Rausu and Shari in the Shiretoko Peninsula, you can meet people who live with the
bountiful and vibrant sea life and feel the presence of wild animals.Abashiri City Folk Museum exhibits
valuable artifacts, you can see how the culture of the Okhotsk region has been nurtured.
Enjoy the route packed with nature, culture, food and history!

Start/Goal Memanbetsu Airport, 1 Michi-no-Eki Roadside Station Gurutto Panorama Bihoro Pass,
Lake Kussharo, 2 Sunayu, 3 Mt. Io, 4 Kaminoko Pond, 5 Kaiyodai Prospects Building, 6 Yoroushi
Onsen, 7 Rausu Visitor Center, 8 Shiretoko World Heritage Site: Rusa Field House, 9 Shiretoko
Peninsula Brown Bear Boat Cruise (Shiretoko Rausu Lincle), 10 Whale-Viewing Hill Park, 11 Fish Owl
Observatory (Minshuku Washi no Yado), 12 Michi-no-Eki Roadside Station Shiretoko Rausu, 13
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Shiretoko Pass, 14 Shiretoko Goko Lakes (Five Lakes), 15 Road to Heaven, 16 Ikushina Wildflower
Garden, 17 Abashiri

1. Lake Kussharo and vicinity
A 30-minute drive from Memanbetsu Airport will take you to “Gurutto Panorama (Circling Panoramic
View) Bihoro Pass,” a roadside rest area with a spectacular view of Lake Kussharo.
Lake Kussharo is the largest caldera lake in Japan (second largest in the world) and you will be
overwhelmed by its size and beauty. Weather permitting, you might be able to see “Unkai,” a sea of
clouds!About 50-minute drive from Bihoro Pass via Kussharo-Mashu Lakeside Road, you can get to
Atosa-nupuri, another name of Mt. Io. On the way, we recommend stopping at the lakeside hot springs
of Lake Kussharo, such as Kotan Hot Spring and Sunayu. Kotan Hot Spring is an open-air hot spring
where you can soak at the same level as the surface of the lake, while Sunayu, sand bath, is a hot
spring that wells up when you dig an area of the lake shore. Atosa-nupuri means ''naked mountain'' in
Ainu language, a language that was once spoken by the indigenous people in Hokkaido island, and
the mountain is still an active volcano. The steam spewing out from the ground looks as if the earth is
pulsating! At the shop, you can buy hard-cooked eggs cooked in the steams gushing out from the
ground.
If you drive northeast from Mt. Io through a beautiful larch forest, you will come to a mysterious spring
called Kami-no-ko pond (God's Child Pond). This cobalt-blue spring is called by that name because of
the legend that it is fed by the subterranean water of Lake Mashu (Kamui-to, or God's Lake)
.In the lake, you may also be able see a beautiful fish called Oshorokoma (Salvelinus malma, a type of
trout), which is an endangered species in Japan that is endemic to Hokkaido.
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Upper left to bottom right: Lake Kussharo, Bihoro Pass (road, view), Sunayu along Lake Kussharo, Mt.
Io, Kaminoko Lake
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2. Kaiyodai Hill and vicinity
Drive further east from Kami-no-ko Pond, you can enjoy a spectacular view from Kaiyodai Observatory
in Nakashibetsu Town. The panoramic view from the observatory is like a big carpet of greenery! The
beautiful pastures and uninterrupted horizon will give you a sense of the ''roundness of the earth.''
We recommend Yuyado Dai-Ichi Inn for the stay. Surrounded by forests and rivers, you can relax in
the hot springs, listening to the chirping of birds and the murmuring of the river, and relax your body
and mind. For dinner, enjoy Japanese cuisine that is flavored to bring out the best of the locally
produced ingredients and is colorfully presented.On the way to your next destination, Rausu Town,
there is a unique road called Melody Road. Rumble strips on the asphalt serenade a melody when a
car crosses them. Don't miss it when you drive by!

Upper left to bottom right: Kaiyodai (areal view, view from observatory), Daiichi (outside, lobby, and
dinner)
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3. Rausu Visitor Center and vicinity
Upon arrival in Rausu Town, visit Rausu Visitor Center. You can learn uniqueness and preciousness
of the Shiretoko area, and how to enjoy this UNESCO World Natural Heritage Site 120%! There is
also a geyser near the visitor center, which is designated as a natural monument of Hokkaido. so you
can experience the dynamism of Shiretoko's nature right away!
At Whale View Park, you can look over the town of Rausu and Kunashiri Island. With luck, you may
even be able to see whales and dolphins crossing.
At the roadside rest area ''Shiretoko Rausu,'' you can get helpful information for your trip, such as local
tourist information and weather forecasts. You can also enjoy local seafood at the Shiretoko
Restaurant on the second floor. “Rausu kelp ramen” is the local food you cannot eat anywhere else,
and it is superb!
“Rausu Maru-uo Hamada Shoten” is another great place to enjoy fresh seafood. Enjoy seasonal catch
unloaded at Rausu Port. (English menu is available) At vendors, you can also buy marine products
from Rausu, which are perfect for souvenirs.

Upper left to bottom right: Shiretoko Pass, Kunashiri Observatory, Shiretoko Peninsula , Hamada
Shoten (store front and inside), Shiretoko Shokudo
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4. Wild Lives in Shiretoko
One has to include wild lives to talk about the charm Shiretoko holds.
At Shiretoko World Heritage Site Rusa Field House, you can learn about the sea creatures in Rausu
and how they relate to the animals on land.
From Rusa Field House, drive about 10 minutes to Cape Shiretoko direction, you will arrive at
Aidomari Fishing Port. Cape Shiretoko Brown Bear Watching Cruise departs from there. From the
cruise ship you may be able to observe large wild animals such as brown bears and Ezo deer at
shore.
Other than the wildlife, the view of the volcanic cliffs that have been eroded over the years by grinding
drifted ice is also breathtaking.
Washi-no-Yado Inn has a cabin to observe Blakiston's fish owls (Ketupa blakistoni), the endangered
species, and the place is known for its high probability of seeing them. Blakiston's fish owl is one of the
largest owls in the world, and it is said that there are only about 150 of them in Hokkaido, making it
very difficult to observe them in the wild, but here, you can observe them in a facility that does not
affect wildlife habitat.

Upper left to bottom right: Rusa Field House, brown bear, Mt. Rausu, Shimafukuro Observatory
(observation point, lookout hut, Blakiston's owl)
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5. Shiretoko Five Lakes
To go to Utoro from Rausu, take Shiretoko Pass that crosses over the mountain in east-west direction
at the elevation of 738 meters (2,400 ft). From the pass, you can see Mount Shiretoko that retains
beautiful white snow until early July, then vivid autumn colors in late September, and Kunashiri Island
on clear days.
At Utoro side of the Shiretoko Peninsula, there is Shiretoko Goko (Five Lakes). Around July, when the
fresh greenery is beautiful, you can see clusters of skunk cabbages (Lysichiton camtschatcensis
Schott), and when winds are calm, you can see Shiretoko peninsula reflected on the lake. Since
brown bears can often be seen in this area, depends on the season, it is necessary to take a guided
tour. There is also an elevated boardwalk equipped with electric fences. With it, you can walk safely to
the nearest lake of the five.
If you climb the huge 60-meter-high (200-ft-high) Oronko rock near Utoro Port, you can enjoy the
magnificent view of the clear blue Sea of Okhotsk and the Shiretoko mountain range.
*Shiretoko Pass will be closed in winter. For more information, please check the local road
information.

Upper left to bottom right: Kunashiri Observatory, Shiretoko Pass, Shiretoko Peninsula, Shiretoko
Five Lakes, wooden path, Oronko Rock

6. Driving along the Sea of Okhotsk
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On the way to Abashiri City from Shiretoko area, there is a road called the ''Road to Sky.'' The road,
which extends to the end of the horizon, looks as if it stretches to the sky. It is recommended to make
a stop here on a sunny day.
About four kilometers (2.5 miles) from Shari city center there is Ikushina Wildflower Park. From late
June to mid-July, beautiful orange flowers of Siberian Lily (Lilium pensylvanicum) bloom and fill this
pristine area. If you go up to the coastline, you can see the Sea of Okhotsk and the Shiretoko
Mountain Range.
The Abashiri Prison Museum, which has been designated as an important cultural property, is a major
tourist attraction in Abashiri City. Through the history of Abashiri Prison, visitors can learn about the
development of Hokkaido and the history of Japan.
Abashiri City Folk Museum is one of the oldest museums in Hokkaido, and its beautiful building is
designated as a tangible cultural property. On the first floor, you can see the animals seen in the Sea
of Okhotsk in very high-quality taxidermy displays, and on the second floor, you can learn the history
of the Okhotsk region by looking at the artifacts.

Upper left to bottom right: View of the area, Road to Heaven, Ikushina flower garden, Abashiri Prison,
Abashiri Museum

1.See here for tips on driving in Hokkaido
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/en/howto
2.See more articles on Nemuro and Shiretoko (Rausu)
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/ko/area/010
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○ドライブルート （たんちょう釧路空港ルート）

Nemuro Road Trip: Tancho Kushiro Airport Route
2020-12-22

Use your five senses to feel the spectacular coastlines, magnificent wetland and dairy farming scenery
in eastern Hokkaido

Let's depart Kushiro City and head to the easternmost point of Japanese mainland, Cape Nosappu in
Nemuro City. Along the way, enjoy food and the scenery of the pristine nature.
Soon after the departure, three Ramsar-listed wetlands and lakes greet us. Among them, you may
especially be impressed by the panoramic view of Kushiro Wetland and red-crowned cranes (Grus
japonensis) and other rare animals and plants. Further to the east, you will pass through the large
dairy farming area in Konsen Plateau. In some of the farms, you can experience milking cows and
understand the life of dairy farmers and how their products get to us. Finally, as we drive into Nemuro
Peninsula, the magnificent coastline awaits us. Enjoy this spectacular view on a nature cruise or on
strolling. When you arrive at Cape Nosappu, the easternmost point of the mainland, you can see
Habomai Islands across strait. In this area where fisheries and dairy farming are thriving, you can
taste fresh seafood and dairy products.
Absorb energy from the earth and convert it into fuel for your trip! Let's go to the farthest reaches of
Japan! Let the journey begin!

Start/Goal Tancho Kushiro Airport, 1 Kushiro City Red-crowned Crane Natural Park, 2 Kushiro City
Marsh Observatory, Hoso-oka Observatory, 3 Michi-no-Eki (Roadside Rest Areas) Akkeshi Gourmet
Park/Akkeshi Conchiglie, 4 Cape Kiritappu(Cape Tofutsu Lighthouse), 5 NEMURO STRAIT
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CRUISING, 6 Ochiishi Nature Cruise, 7 Roadside Rest Area 'Swan 44 Nemuro', 8 Shunkunitai Nature
Center, 9 Nemuro City, 10 Cape Nosappu (Nosappumisaki), 11 Akesato Ito Ranch, 12 KUSHIRO
FISHERMAN’S WHARF MOO

1. Kushiro Wetland and Kiritappu Wetland
After arriving at Tancho Kushiro Airport, you may first want to stop by Kushiro City Red-crowned
Crane Natural Park. The red-crowned crane is a symbolic bird in Hokkaido. It is considered sacred by
Ainu people, the indigenous people in Hokkaido, that it is called ''sarorun kamuy (god of the
marshland)'' in Ainu language and is designated as a Special Natural Monument and Hokkaido's
prefectural bird. The marsh cranes inhabit is kept as wild as possible. Visitors can observe beautiful
cranes living in wild up close from the walkway by the marsh. Chicks may hatch in the spring, and you
can see them chasing after their parents in the fall, which is very cute!If you drive for about 40
minutes, you will arrive at Hoso-oka Observatory, where you can see a very beautiful view. You can
see Kushiro Wetland, Japan's largest wetland and home to many precious plants and animals. This is
the only place where you can see the panoramic view of the green land which extends to the horizon,
meandering Kushiro River, and the mountains of Akan area!
If you are hungry, have some delicious local products from the northern sea. After about 70-minute
drive from Kushiro Wetland, you will arrive at one of the most popular roadside rest areas in Hokkaido,
Akkeshi Gourmet Park. You can enjoy fresh oysters harvested in Akkeshi Bay all year round. You can
enjoy them raw, grilled or cooked in a western style.
When you are full, enjoy driving along the coastline with magnificent view. After an hour drive, you will
arrive at Cape Kiritappu, the filming location for a romantic movie. The cliffs are about 50 meters high
(165 ft) and the flowers bloom in early summer, and the romantic scenery will make you forget the
passage of time.
Near the cape spreads Kiritappu Wetland, also known as wetland of flowers, which is home to about
300 different flower species that color the area between spring to autumn. If you are curious about the
names of the pretty flowers, head to Kiritappu Wetland Center located about a 15-minute drive from
the cape. There is a cafe where you can learn about the flora and fauna of the marsh while having
delicious cakes.
About 75-minute drive from Kiritappu Wetland Center, you will arrive in Nemuro City. Since you have
time until dinner, we recommend a stroll in Meiji Park. A large silo, which is registered tangible cultural
property, is very photogenic. For dinner, we can't think of a better place to enjoy fresh local seafood
than the revolving sushi restaurant Nemuro Hanamaru! The restaurant is crowded with locals and
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tourists, and with a variety of sushi on conveyor belt, the atmosphere maybe overwhelming, but you
can also choose from foreign language menu.

Upper left to bottom right: Kushiro City Red-crowned Crane Natural Park, Kushiro Marsh, Cape
Kiritappu, Kiritappu Marsh, Meiji Park, Nemuro Hanamaru
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2. Nemuro Peninsula region
Surrounded by Sea of Okhotsk and Pacific Ocean, Nemuro Peninsula is truly the wealth of nature!
The best way to enjoy the greatness of nature is the Ochi-ishi Nature Cruise, which departs from the
Ochi-ishi area at the base of the peninsula. You can board a fishing boat operated by an active
fisherman and observe uninhabited islands and fisheries. You are lucky if you see the endangered
seabird etu-pirka (Fratercula cirrhata, Tufted Puffin), which has a beautiful red beak that is the origin of
its name, a beautiful beak, in Ainu language. In Japan, this bird only inhabits here.
Now, you will finally arrive at the highlight of the area! About 50-minute drive from Ochi-ishi area, you
will arrive at Cape Nosappu, the easternmost point of Japan's mainland, where pure-white Cape
Nosappu Lighthouse welcomes you. It is the oldest lighthouse in Hokkaido, and for about 150 years it
has guided people who live with this foggy sea. The Northern Territories of Habomai Islands across
the strait will tell you this is the farthest point you can visit of Japan. As a souvenir for your trip, you
should go to Nemuro City Northern Territories Museum near the cape and get a “certificate”
commemorating your visit to the easternmost point of Japan's mainland. There are also Japan's
easternmost convenience store and a post office.
This area has a beautiful, continuous coastline. Why not take a walk along Nemuro Footpath and take
your time to thoroughly appreciate the spectacular view? There are three paths, but the ''Bettoga Path''
is the one you should take to enjoy the scenery. Starting from Bettoga Station, after crossing a stream,
you will be overwhelmed by the landscape in front of you, with a contrast of greens from pasture and
wetland and blue sea. Adorable alpine plants and grazing horses on the shore will spark joy!
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Upper left to bottom right: Ochiishi Nature Cruise, tufted puffin, cruise staff, Cape Nosappu
Lighthouse, certificate of visiting the furthest eastern spot of mainland Japan, Bettoga path
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3.Shunkunitai sandbar and Lake Furen area
The sea is not the only natural charm of Nemuro City! At the base of Nemuro Peninsula is Shunkunitai
sandbar and Lake Furen - known to be a wild bird sanctuary - where more than half of the wild bird
species in Japan can be observed. Shunkunitai is a thin sandbar with 8 kilometers (5 miles) in length,
1.3 kilometer (0.8 mile) maximum width, and is home to rare wildlife and plants in an unspoiled natural
environment. Along with nearby Lake Furen, they are listed as Ramsar Sites in 2005. As you walk
along the long wooden path, you will see sandy beaches, tidal flats, wetlands, grasslands, and forests,
and birds such as red-crowned cranes and Steller's sea eagles will greet you in the fantastic
landscape.
In order to fully enjoy Shunkunitai where there's so much to see, stop by Nemuro City Shunkunitai
Wild Bird Sanctuary first. Here you can rent binoculars, get tips on birdwatching and ask for
recommended courses from nature specialists.
After the stroll, stop by the roadside rest area Swan 44 Nemuro, located south of Lake Furen. There is
a restaurant and a shop, and information counter which is especially useful for making travel plans
while taking a break as it provides information in multiple languages. At the restaurant, be sure to try
local cuisine “escalope,” a pork-cutlet on butter rice. The restaurant overlooks Lake Furen, one of the
“Ten Views in Nemuro area.”
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Upper left to bottom right: Shunkunitai, Lake Furen, wooden path on Shunkunitai, Shunkunitai Nature
Center
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4. Experience dairy farming
When you drive through Konsen Plateau, which straddles between Nemuro City and Kushiro City, you
will be surrounded by grasslands as far as the eye can see and countless grazing cows and horses
will greet you. Due to cold and foggy climate, this area was considered barren and unsuitable for
farming until about 70 years ago, but large-scale mechanical cultivation began in the 1950s, and this
area has now become one of the major dairy farming areas in Japan. Looking at this magnificent dairy
farming landscape, we can feel the hardship of nameless pioneers faced.
Akesato Ito Dairy Farm has also been operated in this area since those pioneering days. The owner of
the ranch wanted ''to let people know the story of how animals become food,'' so he opened a ''Attoko
Livestock Zoo'' where you can interact with livestock such as goats and rabbits, as well as variety of
dairy farming experience courses. Go in their barn to experience milking, feeding, and butter making,
and feel the warmth of life with your own hands.
After the experience, eat beef stew and hamburger steaks made from farm-raised Nemuro Shorthorn
Wagyu beef at Restaurant ATTOKO in the renovated old barn on the premise. In Japan, ''Itadakimasu'' is said at the beginning of a meal to express appreciation to the life of the ingredients used in
the dish and for the people who prepared. Let's say ''Itadaki-masu'' out loud before you eat.

Upper left to bottom right: Akesato Ito Dairy Farm, Restaurant ATTOKO
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5. Kushiro area
Kushiro Port is one of the largest fishing ports in Japan. To enjoy fresh seafood, have a ''Katte-don,'' or
as-you-like seafood bowl, at Kushiro Washo Market in front of Kushiro Station! This is a unique dish,
which you make your own seafood rice bowl by selecting fresh fish at fishmongers. After filling your
stomach, you can go shopping at Kushiro Fisherman's Wharf MOO, located on Kushiro River bank.
There is also a botanical garden on site, where you can take a break and relax. When the sun sets,
head to Nusamai Bridge, a one-minute walk from MOO. This is a great place to view the beautiful
sunset, which is considered one of the three most beautiful sunsets in the world. Let's look back on
your happy memories of the trip as you are dazzled by the beautiful sunset.

Upper left to bottom right: Washo Ichiba, Katte-don, Kushiro Fisherman's Warf MOO, sunset in
Kushiro

1.See here for tips on driving in Hokkaido
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/en/howto
2.See more articles on Nemuro and Shiretoko (Rausu)
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/en/area/010
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○ドライブルート （たんちょう釧路空港から根室中標津空港ルート）

Nemuro Road Trip: Tancho Kushiro Airport to Nemuro
Nakashibetsu Airport Route
2020-12-22

Full of scenic spots! Travel from Kushiro to Nakashibetsu to enjoy Hokkaido's great nature, culture and
cuisine

Is there anything you want to encounter, see, or eat when you come to Hokkaido?
On this route, you'll first meet red-crowned cranes and marimo, moss balls in Lake Akan, both are
Special Natural Monuments! In Lake Akan area, you can also learn about the culture of Ainu people,
the indigenous people of Hokkaido. Driving east, your next destination is Notsuke Peninsula. This is a
birds' paradise where 40% of Japan's wild birds have been identified!
In Shibetsu Town, one of Japan's largest salmon producers, you can learn about salmon and folk
culture. In Nakashibetsu Town, you can enjoy interacting with cows, the trademark of Hokkaido, and its
rich food culture. By visiting Kaiyodai Observatory, where you can see the panoramic view and feel the
roundness of the earth, and travel on the endlessly straight Milk Road, you can feel the vastness of
Hokkaido!
Meet unique flora and fauna, nature, culture, and food... Try this route that is known only by a few!

Start Tancho Kushiro Airport, 1 Akan International Crane Center [GRUS], 2 Lake Akan Onsen, 3
NEMURO STRAIT CRUISING, 4 Odaito, 5 Notsuke Peninsula Nature Center, 6 Shibetsu Town, 7
Shibetsu Salmon Museum, 8 Pogawa Historical Grassland, 9 Shibetsu Onsen, 10 Kaiyodai Prospects
Building, 11 Nakashibetsu Milk Road, 12 La Laiterie, Nakashibetsu, Goal Neuro Nakashibetsu Airport
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1. Lake Akan area
At Akan International Crane Center GRUS, you can learn about the ecology of red-crowned cranes,
which are commonly referred to simply as ''cranes.'' You can observe cranes throughout the year, and
since it is their feeding ground in winter, more than 300 wild cranes fly in during the winter. The redcrowned crane is a symbolic bird in Japan, it was printed on the old 1,000-yen bill. This is a rare
location where you can observe such a red-crowned crane up close! After observing cranes, drive 40
minutes to Lake Akan.
Lake Akan sightseeing cruise will take you to Marimo Exhibition and Observation Center. On cruise,
enjoy dynamic views of active volcanoes of Mount O-akan (male Akan) and Mount Me-akan (female
Akan) which smoke plume still rise. Here you will learn about marimo ecosystem. Marimo is a lovely
round plant. Under the special conditions of Lake Akan, the algae gather and form a round shape, and
in the world, it is only in Lake Akan they grow so large and beautifully round. Rental electric bicycles
are available at the cruise ship pier Marimo no Sato Main Terminal, making it easy to travel hills!
Rental electric bikes are recommended for getting around the hilly Lake Akan hot spring town.
Next, head to Lake Akan Eco Museum Center. Here you can see marimo and lake Akan's native
kokanee trout (Oncorhynchus nerka). With a 10-minute trail walk from the center, you can get to a
geothermal area called Bokke, a mud volcano. Along Bokke Trail that ends at aforementioned cruise
ship terminal, you can experience the nature of Lake Akan that will show different sceneries each
season. Be sure to take a stroll there!
A 15-minute walk or a 5-minute bike ride from the center is Ainu Kotan, where indigenous Ainu people
of Hokkaido live. There are folk craft souvenir stores, restaurants serving Ainu cuisine, and Lake Akan
Ainu Theater Ikor. They will introduce you to the culture of Ainu people. Traditional Ainu dance, which
has been designated as Important Intangible Folk Cultural Property and a UNESCO Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity, can be enjoyed throughout the year at Theatre Ikor.
。
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Upper left to bottom right: Marimo, Akan International Crane Center [ GRUS ], Lake Akan, Ainu Kotan
(2 pics), Akankohan Eco-Museum Center
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2. Notsuke Peninsula area
Let's drive east and head to Notsuke Peninsula. Notsuke Peninsula is located between Shiretoko and
Nemuro peninsulas, and is Japan's largest sandspit with a total length of about 26 kilometers (16
miles).Both Notsuke Peninsula and Notsuke Bay are listed in Ramsar Sites. The area is a home of
about 260 species of wild birds and blessed with blooming flowers. On the other hand, Todowara and
Narawara, fields of dead Sakhalin fir and Mongolian oaks eroded by seawater gives the end-of-theworld-like atmosphere, creating a illusory landscape.
If you want to enjoy Notsuke Peninsula, the cruise ships that depart from Odaitou Fishing Port is the
way to go! If you join Todwara Course of the Betsukai Town Sightseeing Boat, you may be able to get
close look at the adorable seals at play in Notsuke Bay, as well as rare wildlife such as endangered
migratory bird, brant (Branta bernicla, a type of goose). Once you arrive at the Todwara Floating Pier,
take the boardwalk or a tractor bus to the Notsuke Peninsula Nature Center. At the center, you can
learn about the unique flora, fauna and history of Notsuke Peninsula, buy local products, and take
seasonal nature tours. The most popular tour in recent years is the ''Ice Horizon Walk.'' The beautiful
horizon of Notsuke Bay is transformed into ice horizon in winter when the sea freezes, so you can
walk on the ice with snowshoes. Enjoy this special winter scenery to your heart's content!
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Upper left to bottom right: Notsuke Peninsula, Narawara, seals in Notsuke bay, Betsukai Town
Sightseeing Boat, Notsuke Peninsula Nature Center, Japanese rose
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3. River Po and vicinity
Shibetsu Town is one of Japan's largest salmon producers.
Shibetsu Salmon Science Museum is a salmon aquarium, which exhibits more than 30 species of 18
families of salmon of the world, making it the largest display of salmonids in Japan! In the fishway
which can be connected to the Shibetsu River, you can see salmon run and spawning up close in
autumn. One of the unique experiences that is popular is the ''finger-biting'' of a sturgeon. The fish has
no teeth, so it won't hurt you, but gives you a thrill!Next, let's go to Po River Historic and Natural Park,
about 5-minute drive from the Science Museum. You may want to visit park's visitor center first. Part of
the visitor center is History and Folk Museum where you can learn about Shibetsu Town's nature,
history and culture. Learn about the area first, so the walk in the park afterwards will be more
enjoyable. Along the path, there is a reconstructed pioneer village from pioneer era, and as you walk
further, you can see magnificent view of Shibetsu Wetland, which are designated as Natural
Monument. Po River is a beautiful spring-fed river. Around the river, the remains of pit houses from
7,000 to 700 years ago still remain as large hollows, and are known as Ichani Karikariusu Ruins. Enjoy
an hour-and-a-half walk while imagining how people used to live in the past.
The best place to eat in Shibetu is Local Cuisine Takeda. You can enjoy town's famous salmon,
salmon roe, and “sakebushi,” or dry-cured smoked salmon, among others in a hearty and delicious
way! End the day with hot spring. Get healed in hot spring in town, known to make beautiful skin,
whose natural hot spring water flows continuously from its original source.
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Upper left to bottom right: Shibetsu Salmon Science Museum, Po River Historic and Natural Park (4
pics), Local Cuisine Takeda

4. Milk Road and vicinity
Nakashibetsu Town in Hokkaido is a dairy kingdom. In the city center of Nakashibetsu, there is a cowthemed guesthouse, ''ushiyado,'' which means “cow inn.” It's a type of albergo diffuso. The guesthouse
utilizes the whole town as a single hotel business. It puts importance in the sense of unity with the
town's restaurants and hot spring facilities. You can feel their love for the town through their handdrawn map with basic information and attractions of the neighboring facilities.
During the month of May to November, ''Daily Life of a Dairy Farmer: Morning Farm Stroll!'' event
starts at 6:30 A.M. You can observe the milking at barn in the farm operated by ushiyado's owner. At
''Butter Making Experience & Breakfast on the Slow'' event, you can make your own butter with
Nakashibetsu cream, which is produced exclusively in Nakashibetsu Town, and enjoy your breakfast
with it.
After lunch, head to Kaiyodai Observatory, where they have a spectacular view of Nakashibetsu
Town. The panoramic view from the observatory is like a big carpet of greenery! The beautiful
pastures and uninterrupted horizon will give you a sense of the ''roundness of the earth.'' You can
enjoy spectacular views at any time of the day with stargazing at night and sunrise in the morning.
After leaving Kaiyodai Observatory, head east to drive on the endlessly straight Milk Road. The name
comes from the ''straight road the milk tanker goes,'' and although it looks like a straight road on the
map, it is actually hilly. The ups and downs give riders and drivers more charms than just a straight
road. If you ride your car or motorcycle through the pastoral landscape, you will be able to feel the
grandeur of Hokkaido with your senses.
Sceneries are not the only thing you can enjoy in Nakashibetsu Town. Enjoy Local cuisine as well!
Visit ''Shiretoko Genghis Khan SORA'' which offers a wide variety of dishes using local products, and
''La Laiterie Nakashibetsu'' which serves dairy products such as gelato made from fresh milk of
Nakashibetsu Town.
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Upper left to bottom right: ushiyado (2 pics), Kaiyodai, Road to Heaven, La Laiterie Nakashibetsu (2
pics)

1.See here for tips on driving in Hokkaido
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/en/howto
2.See more articles on Nemuro and Shiretoko (Rausu)
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/en/area/010
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○ドライブルート （新千歳空港ルート）

Nemuro Road Trip: New Chitose Airport Route
2020-12-22

The Route You Can Enjoy Hokkaido's Nature, History, Culture and Food to the Fullest!

What is the charm of Hokkaido? The magnificent nature and the wild animals that live in it, the
delicious Hokkaido cuisine, the culture of the indigenous Ainu people, and the dramatic pioneer
history, to name a few. The list can go endlessly, but you can enjoy the charm of Hokkaido fully in this
route!
You can visit major sight-seeing spots scattered between Sapporo to Asahikawa, experience the deep
nature and Ainu culture in the area between Bihoro and Teshikaga, and feel the dynamic ecosystem of
wild animals and salmon in Nemuro Peninsula and Shiretoko Peninsula.
Will you get enough of Hokkaido after this route? No, this will be an introduction to Hokkaido, which
will definitely make you want to get to know Hokkaido more!

Start/Goal New Chitose Airport, 1 Sapporo City, 2 Asahiyama Zoo, 3 Daisetsuzan Sounkyo –
Kurodake Ropeway, 4 Michi-no-Eki Roadside Station Gurutto Panorama Bihoro Pass, Sand Bath of
Lake Kussharo, 5 Lake Mashu Observation Deck No. 3, Kawayu Onsen, 6 Shiretoko Goko Lakes
(Five Lakes), 7 Rausu Visitor Center, 8 Shibetsu Salmon Museum, 9 Notsuke Peninsula Nature
Center, 10 Shunkunitai Nature Center, Lake Furen, Roadside Rest Area 'Swan 44 Nemuro', 11
Ochiishi Nature Cruise, 12 Kushiro City
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1. From New Chitose Airport to Eastern Hokkaido
In the city center of Sapporo, the prefectural capital of Hokkaido, you can enjoy popular Hokkaido
gourmet foods such as soup curry, a rich, curry-flavored soup with vegetables and meat, and Genghis
Khan, grilled mutton prepared on a convex metal skillet. In Sapporo, eating parfait is the standard way
to finish up meal or drink. Many stylish cafes are open until late at night, so make a good start of your
long journey by enjoying the ''finishing-off-the-night-parfait.
''After Sapporo, we recommend going to Asahikawa's Asahiyama Zoo! They exhibit animals by
''behavioral enrichment'' style. This style enables you to see animals' natural behaviors they would
exhibit in the wild.Further north from Asahikawa is Daisetsuzan National Park, Japan's largest national
park. There, you can ride Kurodake Aerial Trams and look down at the magnificent scenery from
above, feeling like a bird. At night, soak in the open-air hot spring baths of Sounkyo Hot Spring Resort,
located in the middle of nature, and cleanse your mind and body with the magnificent view surrounded
by greenery.

From upper left to bottom right: Mt. Moiwa, Asahiyama Zoo (polor bear, tiger), Daisetuzan Park,
Kurodake Ropeway

2. Photogenic Lakes and Mountains
Let's drive further east. Take a break at ''Gurutto Panorama (Circling Panoramic View) Bihoro Pass,'' a
roadside rest area with a spectacular view overlooking Lake Kussharo, and you will be overwhelmed
by the magnificence and beauty of the largest caldera lake in Japan (the second largest in the world).
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If the weather conditions are right, you may be able to see Unkai, or sea of clouds. You can also have
a meal here that use local produce of the Okhotsk region.
A 40-minute drive from Bihoro Pass, you can get to Atosa-nupuri (Mt. Iwo). Atosa-nupuri means
''naked mountain'' in Ainu language, a language spoken by the indigenous people in Hokkaido island,
and it is an active volcano. The steam spewing out from the ground looks as if the earth is pulsating!
At the shop, you can buy hard-cooked eggs cooked in the steams gushing out from the ground.
About 15 kilometers (9 miles) from Atosa-nupuri, there is Lake Mashu. The reason for the beauty of its
water, also known as ''Mashu Blue,'' is that it's a closed lake where there are no rivers flowing in nor
drainage rivers. All of the lake's abundant water is from spring water that has been filtered through
ground, and the lake is known for the highest transparency in Japan.
Kawayu's hot spring is characterized by the fact that each hot spring facility has its own separate
spring, so you can enjoy different effects of the springs at each facility. There are also a variety of
restaurants in the town, so you may want to consider a travel plan that allows you to enjoy meals

outside the hotel.

From upper left to bottom right: Bihoro Pass, Roadside Rest Areas Gurutto Panorama Bihoro Pass,
Lake Kussharo, Mt. Io, Lake Mashu, Kawayu Onsen

3. Shiretoko Peninsula
Next, we will take you to Shiretoko Peninsula, which means “the tip of the land,” or a cape, in Ainu
language.At Shiretoko Five Lakes, in addition to a variety of wetland plants, you can see clusters of
skunk cabbages (Lysichiton camtschatcensis Schott) around July, when fresh greenery is also
beautiful. The sight of the Shiretoko Mountain Range reflected in the lake when winds are calm is a
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sight to behold! Please note that depends on the season, you will need to take a guided tour when
brown bears become active.
After enjoying Shiretoko Five Lakes, head to Rausu side of the peninsula using Shiretoko Pass. From
the pass, you can enjoy magnificent views of the four seasons such as beautiful white remaining snow
on Mount Shiretoko until early July, and beautiful autumn leaves from late September, and Kunashiri
Island on clear days.
You can park your car at Shiretoko Pass and take 5-hour hiking trail, you will find Lake Rausu, the
largest lake in Shiretoko Peninsula, where you can see the magnificent views of the Shiretoko
Mountain Range and rare alpine plants!
When you arrive in Rausu, you should definitely take a cruise ship. If you take Shiretoko Nature Cruise
tour, you may be able to see sperm whales that live in Rausu's waters, which can grow up to 15
meters (50 ft) in length, as well as orcas, Steller's sea eagles, and other precious seasonal wildlife.
At the Kunashiri Observation Tower, you can see the majestic Kunashiri Island up close. You can also
look out over the city of Rausu, and it's a popular photo-op spot.

From upper left to bottom right: Shiretoko Five Lakes, view of Shiretoko Peninsula from the waters off
Rausu, Shiretoko Nature Cruise, Kunashiri Observatory
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4. Salmon
Shibetsu Town is one of Japan's largest salmon producers.
Shibetsu Salmon Science Museum is a salmon aquarium. More than 30 species of 18 families of
salmon of the world are on display, making it the largest display of salmonids in Japan. In the fishway
which can be connected to the Shibetsu River, you can see salmon run and spawning up close in
autumn. In addition to a ''finger-bite'' corner where you can interact with sturgeon, a shark without
tooth, there is a fry corner, and an exhibit on the ecosystem of salmonids that is rarely known. There is
also an observation deck that offers a view of Kunashiri Island and the Shiretoko Mountain Range,
making this a spot enjoyable for both adults and children.

Photos: Shibetsu Salmon Park
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5. Wetland and Ocean
Notsuke Peninsula is located between Shiretoko Peninsula and Nemuro Peninsula, and is Japan's
largest sandspit with a total length of about 26 kilometers (16 miles). Notsuke Peninsula and Notsuke
Bay is listed in Ramsar Sites and is also registered as a wildflower park. About 260 species of wild
birds inhabit and blessed with blooming flowers. On the other hand, Todowara and Narawara, fields of
dead Sakhalin fir and Mongolian oaks eroded by seawater gives the end-of-the-world-like atmosphere,
creating a fantastic landscape.
Notsuke Peninsula Nature Center not only exhibits the unique flora and fauna of the area, but also
offers seasonal nature tours. Immerse yourself in the great nature, feel and enjoy its magnificent scale
with your whole body.
The roadside rest area ''Swan 44 Nemuro'' is the easternmost roadside rest area in Japan. At the back
of the facility, there is Lake Furen, one of ten views of Nemuro area, and you can see nature and
wildlife in all four seasons. In the restaurant at the rest area, you can enjoy a meal or simply rest while
looking at the view of Lake Furen. You can learn about the area and wild birds in multiple languages,
so make a travel plan while taking a break.
Join the Ochi-ishi Nature Cruise from the Ochi-ishi area in the south of Nemuro City, where you can
board a fishing boat operated by an active fisherman! You can encounter rare seabirds, sea animals
such as sea otters and harbor seals, and other wildlife that are rarely seen in other areas.
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Upper left to bottom right: Roadside Rest Areas Swan 44 Nemuro, Shunkunitai Nature Center
(building and inside), Lake Furen, Ochiishi Nature Cruise (boat, wildlife)
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6. Kushiro City
If you are in Kushiro City, you cannot miss the sunset from Nusamai Bridge. Kushiro's sunset was
recognized as one of the three most beautiful sunsets in the world in 1965. When sailors from all over
the world visited a port town Kushiro, its beauty was said to have become famous. If you visit in March
and September, which are the best seasons, you can see the sun setting in the middle of the Kushiro
River.
If you come to Kushiro, you should definitely try Robata-yaki fireside cooking! It is a style of cuisine
which seafood, meat, and vegetables are grilled on charcoal fire in hearth. It is said to have originated
in Kushiro. You can enjoy the taste of the ingredients as they are, and it can be said that it is
especially enjoyable in Kushiro, where fresh seafood is available.

Left to right: Nusamai Bridge, Robata-yaki

１．See here for tips on driving in Hokkaido
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/ja/howto
２．See more articles on Nemuro and Shiretoko (Rausu)
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/ja/area/010
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○コロナ対策

2021 COVID-19 Safety Information
2020-10-30

When choosing a travel destination with the prevention of COVID-19 in mind, avoiding the three 3Cs
(closed spaces, crowded places, and close-contact) is a key component to safe travel.The Nemuro
area offers abundant natural vistas and allows you to enjoy a leisurely drive while sightseeing,
minimizing contact with others.

This article describes the current state of COVID-19 in the Nemuro area, prevention measures
advocated by the Hokkaido Government, and initiatives being taken by airports, airlines, and the car
rental industry, as well as examples of preventive measures in place at tourist facilities.

1. COVID-19 infection cases
The number of COVID-19 infections in Hokkaido has largely stabilized, with a total of 13,972 as of
January 6, 2021. The cumulative number in the Nemuro area is 7 people, making it one of the smallest
number within Hokkaido

Cumulative number of COVID-19 cases (Japan)
Nationwide 257,457
Tokyo 66,343
Osaka 32,078
Okinawa 5,617
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Hokkaido 13,972
Cases within Nemuro (per Nemuro Subprefecture) 7

For the latest update, please see the ''Hokkaido Foreign Resident Support Center'' website:
https://www.hiecc.or.jp/soudan/emg/index.html?lang=en

2. Infectious disease prevention measures in Japan and Hokkaido
As part of measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19, the Japanese government and local
municipalities are conducting outreach campaigns and pursuing everyday initiatives. Travelers, too,
should be aware of these initiatives in order to better enjoy their stay.

The Japanese government's ''new lifestyle'' initiatives
The Japanese government is advocating the adoption of ''new lifestyle'' measures in everyday life in
order to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
These are basic prevention countermeasures also in place in a range of other countries.

''New lifestyle'' approach to everyday life

'New lifestyle'' approach to everyday life [Source] https://www.covid19-info.jp/
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Hokkaido Prefectural Office: New Hokkaido Style
Hokkaido Prefecture, in response to the Japanese government's ''new lifestyle'' approach, is
advocating the ''New Hokkaido Style'' for residents and businesses operators.
The New Hokkaido Style is being pursued independently by the prefecture and represents an attempt
to advocate a new everyday lifestyle and approach to business amidst the ongoing COVID-19 crisis
and need for long-term countermeasures.
The New Hokkaido Style Peace of Mind Declaration recommends a series of initiatives for business
operators to take to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

New Hokkaido Style Peace of Mind Declaration: 7 Key Points + 1

・Ensure that all personnel wear masks and wash hand
s・Ensure that all personnel maintain proper health management・Proper and frequent ventilation
・Frequent disinfection and cleaning of equipment and tools・Decrease contact with people (distance,
partitioning, limiting attendance)
・Advocate coughing and handwashing etiquette among customers
・Announce ongoing initiatives to customers
・Adopt Hokkaido COVID-19 notification systems and posting of QR codesEtc.

Shops and establishments implementing the New Hokkaido Style measures can be identified by their
use of a logo.
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3. Infectious disease prevention measures being taken in airports
and by airlines
Kushiro Airport, Nemuro Nakashibetsu Airport, All Nippon Airways Co., Ltd., and Japan Airlines Co.,
Ltd., are taking measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19 among passengers and crew per the
guidelines issued by the the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism and the
Scheduled Airlines Association of Japan (Guidelines for the Prevention of COVID-19 in the Aviation
Industry).
Here we discuss the initiatives being taken by each airport and airline.

Kushiro Airport, Nemuro Nakashibetsu Airport
Measures for personnel:
1. Handwashing, gargling, disinfection of hands, wearing of masks, and coughing etiquette
2. Physical screenings (checking for presence of fever and remaining at home in the event of poor
physical condition or sick family members)
3. Avoiding the 3 Cs (meals with unspecified large numbers of people, restrictions on travel outside of
the prefecture except for emergencies, etc.)
4. Thorough health management
5. Prevention measures for passenger-facing departments (use of plastic curtains to prevent
dispersion, wearing of face shields, etc.)
6. Creation of standards for acquisition of surplus stock of disinfectant and masks, and periodic
procurement

Measures for passengers:
- Initiatives per national and industry guidelines
- Display of and announcement regarding the ''New Hokkaido Style''
- Initiatives posted online
- Body temperature thermography

Measures for tenants:
- Ensuring social distancing (increased space between benches, spacing, installation of symbols
indicating social distancing at baggage areas and security checkpoints)
- Increased frequency of disinfection of common areas
- Suspension of use of hand dryers in restrooms and installation of disinfectant
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- Distribution of guidelines

All Nippon Airways Co., Ltd.
Initiatives:
ANA Care promise
This is a set of initiatives to maintain a clean and hygienic environment in a range of contexts, allowing
passengers to use air travel in comfort and with peace of mind.

URLs
Japanese: https://www.ana.co.jp/ja/jp/topics/coronavirus-travel-information/initiative/English:
https://www.ana.co.jp/en/jp/topics/coronavirus-travel-information/

The ANA Care Promise by area:
(1) Check-in counters: plastic curtains, thorough disinfection
(2) Security gates: social distancing
(3) Lounge: thorough cleaning, individual packaging of food, etc.
(4) Boarding dates: social distancing
(5) Onboard: cleaning and disinfection, distribution of alcohol-based disinfectant wipes, changes to the
way food is served, requiring cabin crew to wear masks and gloves, etc.

Thorough ventilation of aircraft:
All aircraft operated by the ANA Group are ventilated with clean air.Source: Aircraft air circulation -https://www.ana.co.jp/group/about-us/air-circulation.html
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[Source] https://www.ana.co.jp/group/about-us/air-circulation.html
Message from the All Nippon Airways Co., Ltd. Eastern Hokkaido branch:

ANA is implementing the ANA Care Promise as a new standard for air travel.
This consists of a range of initiatives tailored to different contexts, and designed to ensure a safe
journey with peace of mind.
All of our staff look forward to your next trip with ANA to the Nemuro area and other parts of Eastern
Hokkaido.
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Japan Airlines Co., Ltd
Initiatives being taken by Japan Airlines Co., Ltd
JAL is implementing preventive measures per the guidelines issued by the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO).
These measures are geared at reducing the risk of infection for both passengers and personnel, and
consist of recommendations along four categories: airports, aircraft, crew, and cargo. Each of the
company's departments follows these initiatives in an integrated fashion to prevent infection.

URLs:
Japanese: https://www.jal.co.jp/jp/ja/info/2020/other/flysafe/protection-measures/index.html
English: https://www.jal.co.jp/jp/en/info/2020/other/flysafe/protection-measures/index.html

Seven new habits
The Peace of Mind Declaration advocates ''seven new habits'' to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
1. Personnel wearing masks and frequently washing hand
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2. Thorough health management of personnel
3. Frequent ventilation within facilities
4. Frequent disinfection and cleaning of equipment and tools
5. Reducing contact between people
6. Advocating coughing and handwashing etiquette among customers
7. Actively announcing initiatives through posters and the web site

Other initiatives:
- Requiring personnel to wear masks and face shields
- Installing partitions at service counters- Installing disinfectant at various locations
- Wiping and disinfecting tables, chairs, and automatic check-in kiosks
- Installation of thermo cameras at security gates (requiring those with high thermal levels to have their
temperature taken)
- Distribution of antibacterial sheets to customers
- Onboard the aircraft, cabin crew must wear masks, and disinfectant spray is installed in restrooms
- At night, the entire aircraft is disinfected

Onboard ventilation:
The air onboard is ventilated every 2-3 minutes while in flight to ensure clean air.
1. External air is compressed in the engines and sent throughout the aircraft (in Boeing 787 aircraft,
dedicated compressors are used)
2. Air conditioning is used to regulate temperature and convey air from the ceiling to the cabin
3. Air within the cabin flows underneath the floor due to pressure differentials, and is vented out of the
aircraft through a valve at the bottom of the fuselage
4. Some air flowing through the floor is filtered using HEPA filters and used to increase airflowATR
craft operated by Hokkaido Air System and Japan Air Commuter generally have all cabin air replaced
every 4-6 minutes, and SAAB340B craft operated by Hokkaido Air System have the air replaced every
4-5 minutes. These aircraft maintain air quality using methods other than HEPA filters.
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Message from the Japan Airlines Co., Ltd Kushiro branch
Seeking to offer safe travel with peace of mind to all customers, JAL is taking ongoing preventive
measures for COVID-19.
In the Nemuro area, you can rent a car at Kushiro Airport or Memanbetsu Airport to enjoy a leisurely
drive through the natural environs of Eastern Hokkaido.
We look forward to serving you onboard the aircraft and at the airport.
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4. Car rentals
Here we discuss measures being taken by car rental operators in the Kushiro and Nemuro areas that
are members of the Kushiro Car Rental Association.
The All Japan Rent-A-Car Association is implementing the COVID-19 Prevention Guidelines for the
Car Rental Business.

Initiatives for personnel:
1. Thorough washing of hands (at start of work, during breaks, when leaving the area and ending
work, etc.)
2. Use of masks and face shields
3. Disinfecting areas subject to frequent contact
4. Thorough ventilation within facilities (twice hourly)
5. Shuttle buses: onboard ventilation (introducing outside air through A/C system, opening windows),
installation of barrier shields between passenger and driver areas
6. Using trays at service counters (to exchange cash or licenses)
7. Splash protection measures (use of plastic or acrylic boards, installation at shop service counters
and within Kushiro Airport)

Initiatives for users:
1. Installation of alcohol disinfectant solutions (at entrances, in stores)
2. Ventilation on shuttle buses (as above)
3. Use of trays (as above)
4. Splash protection measures (as above)

Vehicle cleaning:
In addition to standard cleaning, places frequently accessed by users are sterilized (using alcohol,
sodium hypochlorite water, etc.)
Door handles, seats, seatbelts, steering wheels, GPS systems, gear shift levers, etc.

A message from the Kushiro Car Rental Association
In order to ensure safe, secure, and comfortable use of our services by customers, we conduct vehicle
inspections and cleaning within and without our fleet of vehicles every time they are rented. Within
shops, in order to ensure the health and safety of customers and personnel, staff wear masks and the
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3 Cs are avoided by requiring only drivers to enter the establishment and taking the temperature of
customers.
In addition, we ask customers who are unwell or in poor physical condition, or experiencing fever or
fatigue, shortness of breath, or other symptoms to refrain from using car rental services. Thank you for
your understanding.
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5. Infectious disease prevention measures being taken at tourist
facilities in Nemuro
Here we discuss some preventive measures being taken to curb the spread of COVID-19 at tourist
facilities in Nemuro and ensure the safety of visitors and personnel.
We ask for your cooperation in accordance with facility policies.

Infectious disease prevention measures at Nemuro tourist facilities
The following tourist facilities have introduced measures to prevent infection, such as wearing masks,
installing alcohol disinfectant solutions, installing partitions, avoiding the 3 Cs, taking the temperature
of guests, and managing visitor registries.

Venues: Nemuro City Tourism Association Information Center, Shunkunitai Nature Center, Nemuro
City Northern Territories Museum, Hoppokan, Nemuro City Museum of History and Nature, Swan 44
Nemuro roadside station, Northern Territories Center Foundation (Nihoro)

Visitors to the facilities below will have their temperature taken; if it exceeds 37.5℃ (99.5°F), they will
be unable to enter.

Location: Nemuro City Museum of History and Nature and Nihoro
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For more articles on the Nemuro and Shiretoko (Rausu) area, please click here:
https://hokkaido.japandrive.com/en/area/010
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